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BECAfflE MRS. WAYNE

dark shape standing near the fire. His
back was toward her.
Anne could make out that the Intruder wore a dark mackintosh and a
small dapp cap.
There was only one explanation of
his appearance. Some thief, learning
of Mr. Wayne's early return home, had
resolved to help himself to some of
the millionaire-collector'- s
treasures.
Why such a valuable collection of
books, pictures and. porcelains should
be left unprotected, might be Answered
by the fact that Gregory Wayne was
entirely impractical and had unbounded fa! til in his followmen..
The room darkened until the only
visible light waB that made by the
fire against which the man's Btill form
was silhouetted dimly.
Anne's cramped limbs grew numb
and cold and she wished heartily that
she had not agreed to stay alone. As
Mr. Wayne's employe it was her duty
to protect his interests, and she looked
about her for some weapon of defense
if she should be driven to extremity.
There was nothing save the heavy volumes of Bulfl'nch one In her lap and
the other on the shelves with smaller
'

"The Age of Chivalry" and "The
Age of Fable" Hand
in Hahd.
By JEAN DICKERSON.

When her duties as 'visiting secretary brought Anne Blair to All a new
engagement In Gregory Wayne's big
bouse, she smiled delightedly at the
taBk allotted to her.
Mr. Wayne's lawyer, Amos Smyth,
had hired Anne through the recommendation of a mutual friend, and now
he stood in
Wayne library
looking down his long nose at little
the-gre-

dark-eye-

Anne.

d

'

"Well, Miss Blair," he said kindly,
"you'll find a lot to do here, and If
you need an assistant in the work, I
leave It to you to select one. Whatever you do will be satisfactory to me.
Mr. Wayne is bringing home a lot of
new books you understand he is a
collector? He has sent me a list compiled from his catalogue, and the books
mentioned In this list are to be removed from rWe shelves and placed in
the small study upstairs. You are to
recatalcgue the shelves In this room
and rearrange the books according to
the plan he has sent for the purpose."
Mr. Smyth laid a bundle of papers
on the table and ran his fingers
through his silvery hair.
"Quite a job, eh?" ho smiled down
at her.
"I love work like that," said Anne,
enthusiastically. "Just think of spending days and days with these books!
It's a privilege!"
"Then you'll be quitecontented here
alone. I have Instructed Mrs. Babb,
the bookkeeper, to prepare luncheon
for you every day and a cup of tea If
you care for It In the afternoon.
Sarah, one of the housemaids, will
carry books to and fro for you she is
stout and strong. Any other help
need is at your disposal."
"Thank you, Mr. Smyth, I shall get
along splendidly. When did Vou say
Mr. Wayne would be here?"
"In about six weeks' time he Is
stopping In Paris at present."
'"I shall be finished long before his
return," said Anne, pulling off her
gloves. "I'm going to start right in."
"Good." commended the lawyer, and
after shaking bands with Anne be
went away.
One rainy afternoon three weekB
later Anne was perched on the top of
r
a tall
In the Wayne library, her sunny head bent over a
great crimson leather bound volume in
her lap. It was a copy of Bulfmch's
"Age of Fable," and in the charm of
Its vellum pages Anne' quite forgot
that she was alone in the big house.
Mrs. Babb and Sarah had gone to a
funeral, and the other servants would
not return until their master made his
appearance. Outside on the avenue
there was the smooth rumble of
wheels on the wet asphalt and the occasional clip-cloof horse's hoofs. Except for these sounds there was dead
silence in the great stone mansion.
Below her the long room lay In rich
light and shadow. A small fire flickered on the marble hearth. At the top
of the ladder Anne's blue gown made
a bright splash of color, and the crimson bow at her throat and the volume In her lap with Its
pages, made It gay up thre near the
, .
celling.
As the afternoon passed the light
waned and Anne bad stretched out
her hand to the electric chandelier
close by when she was conscious of a
sound In the room.
Her heart beat a little faster as she
looked down at the room which should
have been empty. Of course it might
be Mrs. Babb or Sarah, but these two
servants- would have knocked for admittance. A vague of error took possession of her and held her speechless
for a few moments.
Peering' down, she made out a man's
'

you-ma-

step-ladde-

p

gold-edge-

d

-

'

Concerning Men With Tails.
It would not be wise to build upon
the story of the coaBt natives that in
the Interior of Papua there are men
with tails. Similar beliefs have been
teld in many parts of the world and
many ages, sometimes from lmpres- slons of apes, sometime from more
or less spiteful credulity about a people's neighbors. For centuries It was
a common gibe on the Continent that
Englishmen had tails. It originated
from the story that the people of
Canterbury or Strood. having mocked

books.

She would be in dire straits before
could gain courage to hurl those
treasured volumes at a marauder.
There was a sound below her in the
room. It sounded like the swishing
noise made in removing a wet mackintosh. Silence again, and then a voice
came up to her out of the darkness.
"Well?" it asked rather roughly.
Anne was silent, but the ladder
swayed under herhaking limbs. She
grasped the big volume tightly.
"Keep away," she warned as he approached. "You must understand that
I am Mr. Wayne's librarian, and I am
responsible for the contents of this
room. If you dare touch a thing here
I'll throw this book down at you "
"What Is that?" asked the voice
quickly, and with a note of alarm.
"Age of Fable It's a perfectly dear
book and I know Mr. Wayne will
rage If it's thrown about or torn.
Please go away there's Isn't anything
here In this room that's worth taking,"
she pleaded.
He laughed grimly. "I'm sorry to
Bhe

--

hear that."

"I suppose so," retorted Anne drily,
"but really, Mr. er Raffles, It's hard-lworth your while to stay here all
the valuables are put away."
The man below laughed at that.
Laughed a great hearty rich laugh
that echoed through the room. Anne
stretched forward a hand to the nearest chandelier chain which swung
close to the ladder. In an instant
the room was bathed lc soft light.
As she regained her seat on the top
of the ladder the man on the floor
looked up and sew Anne for the first
time. If he had expected to see a
desperate woman burglar he was entirely surprised by the vision In blue
and crimson with tossed fair hair.
She clasped the "Age of Fable" to her
breast and leaned forward to fix his
handsome features in her memory, for
it was quite possible she might be required to identify his picture in the
rogue's gallery.
. .
But the treacherous wheeled ladder
suddenly moved noiselessly under
Anne's shifting weight; she lost her
balance, gasped, and fell to the parquet floor.
The stranger had her in his arms
almost Instantly. He murmured pitying words as he carried her to a
great leather couch and pressed an
electric button with surprising familiarity with the premises.
Mrs. Babb came hurrying In ottering shrill bleats of alarm at sight of
Anne's white stunned face.
"Oh, Mr. Wayne, has she fell? Dear
me, Miss Blair, how did you ever manage to break your neck tonight with
Mr. Wayne Just home unexpected, and
me with so much to do!" fussed the
woman, as she ran to and fro excity

Into the arms of a millionaire may be
an extraordinary method of beginning
an acquaintance, but when one clasps
to her breaBt "The Age of Fable", and
"The Age of Chivalry" tumbles after,
romance must step in somewhere, for
all these things go hand in hand.
Anne became Mrs. Wayne, and while
she no longer was compelled to be her
husband's librarian she chose to do It
through love of him and his work; and
Mtb. Babb declares that she suspected
It from the beginning even before
Mr. Wayne came home.
(Copyright,

UP

1913.

by the McClure
Syndicate.)
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r
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Weak Stomach of Benefit, Since It
Guaranteed Owner Would Never
Become a Dipsomaniac
The sick man, gazing from his hotel,
bedroom out upon the blue sea that
tumbled and flashed In the sunshine,
groaned dismally groan on groan.
"Cheer up," said the physician.
"The only trouoble with you is that
you drank half a bottle of champagne
with your dinner, a cognac with youi
coffee, and afterwards, at the casino,
eleven steins of Bavarian beer. It
was too much."
"I know," growled the patient, J'bul
on your vacation, away from wife and
little ones, It's a pity If you can't go
the pace a single evening without thla
ugh! this unbearable, this abominable nausea."
But the physician, with a grave
smile, said:
"My friend, that nausea Is worth
more to you than untold wealth.. That
nausea Is an Insurance policy your
insurance policy against a drunkard's
death, a drunkard's grave In the pot-

ter's

field."

"Yes?" said the sick man, a little
more cheerily.
"Yes," resumed the other. "Men on
whom Intoxication lays a terrible aftermath of nausea, of biliousness and
nervous depression, such men never
become drunkards.. They can't It
doesn't pay them. An evening's pleasure for three or four days' agony?
Oh. my, no; that doesn't pay.
"It's the other chaps who become
drunken wrecks, those apparently
lucky chaps who get 'fit as a fiddler In
the morning after.' For such chaps
there are. I know myself a young
fellow who can drink a pint of whisky
tonight and get up, clear-eyeand
Binglng, to a hard day's work tomorrow. But .he's got a dismal and uncertain future.'"
"Pah!" groaned the sick man.
"Faugh! Waugh! Pah!"
"Retch on!" said the physician.
"Retch on! Every retch Is an lnsur
ance policy worth untold gold!"
d

No Time Lost.
"Am I the first man you have loved

4his season?" asked the hotel clerk.

"Almost," answered the summer
girl.
"Who got ahead of me? You have
only been here an hour."
"I had a slight flirtation with the
driver of the "bus, as we came from
the station."

Commencement Days,
"What's the matter, old man?"
"Brain fag. Been presiding at the
graduation exercises of a grammai
school. Had to listen to forty high,
brow essays.
But you seem played
out, too."
"Yes; indigestion. I took In a cooking school. Had to taste forty differ
'
ent messes."

Problem for Pa.
"Papa, when we raise a flag to the
top of a pole it means that we are
glad, doesn't It?"
"Yes."
"And what does it mean when the
flag Is halfway up?"
edly.
"That somebody Is dead."
"Mrs.
Babb, send Sarah here.
"And that means we are' only half
Please telephone for Dr. Hanford. glad?" Puck.
Send me some cold water and er
camphor If you have it."
It is seldom that a man Is a beau
Perhaps falling down a stpladder and bowlegged, too.

CANNING
80ME

IN

GENERAL

SUGGESTIONS

PUT

FOR-

WARD BY AN EXPERT.

NO. 28.

WAYS OF SERVING ICE CREAM
Always Acceptable Dessert May Be
Sent to the Table In a Great
Variety of Forms.
There are modes even ih'lhe serving
At present macaroon
baskets, wafer boxes and a disguising
covering of lady cake are among the;
most popular ways of serving this always acceptable dessert.
To make macaroon baskets, dip the'
outer edges of five almond macaroons'
in the syrup obtained from melted'
granulated sugar. The first macaroon
Is used for the bottom of the basket,
and the others are stuck together to
form a ring about It, exactly like the
burr baskets we used to make when
we were children. Fill this receptacle
with ice cream and sprinkle ground
macroons on top.
Wafer boxes are put together In exactly the same way. Square wafers
are the most desirable, two being used
for the bottom and one at each end,
standing upright. The Ice cream
should be cut Into blocks and fit In--,
to the frame. Pink and white Ice'
cream, garnished with cherries, make
an attractive color combination.
A novel way to serve brick Ice
cream lg to cover the sides and ends
of the brick with thick slices of lady
cake. Cut the cream as usual. Each
slice will have a frame of cake, contrasting prettily with the colors of the
cream.
of Ice cream.

Delicacies Properly Put Up 8hould
Command a Ready Sale In Addition to the Benefit of Their
Use In the Home.
Canning Is no royal road to fortune
nor is It an eaey Job Its a very hot
and tiresome Job still, It will save
the dollars, and If managed with care
and intelligence, can be made a means
of bring Borne money In.
I have had very little experience
with patent canners as I can for our
home consumption only, although I
find a ready sale for all I am not able
to use.
I use the glass Jars,- - putting up
hundreds of quarts, fruits and vegetables most successfully.
In the first place everything must
be scrupulously clean and hot.
Blackberries, dewberries, grapes and
swamp huckleberries make delicious
pies for winter use and as they grow
in wild profusion over our sunny hills,
they are little or no expense.
They are gathered and brought to
our door by the little pickannlnnles
mere pittance.
I notice a great many people use
vinegar, white sugar and other preservatives when canning, but for my
own part I believe nothing Is quite
so good as salicylic acid.
I put Jars and tops In warm water
on the back of the stove when canning. I have the fruit boiling, fill the
Jars and screw the tops on as tightly
as possible with the hands. It Is best
to use new rings each season.
When canning beans I gather and
snap Just as I do when preparing
them for dinner, put them on the fire
and cover well with water. Cook until soft enough to smash between
the thumb and finger, stir acid
through thoroughly, put In Jars and
seal.
To find the pin holes in the tops of
the Jars I fill them half full, screw
the tops on, turn down and give a
vigorous shake.
If there Is a leakage anywhere it
will be readily located with this process, and with much less trouble than
changing tops afterward, thus letting
In the air and cooling the contents
of the Jar. Very often pin holes are
to be found In new tops. L. M. W.,
Alabama.
.

IN

PLACE

OF

REFRIGERATOR

Try This Substitute Where the Highly
Desired Ice Box Is Not fir the
'
Moment Procurable.

Take a box of the desired size and
remove the bottom, replacing it with
strips of wood about an inch wide and
two inches apart Now stand the box
on end and nail cleats on the Inside to
support the shelves, which should be
removable for convenience in cleaning. Next take a piece of burlap,
which should be about twenty inches
longer than the height of the box and
wide enough to reach around the box
with a few inches overlap. Beginning
at the edge of the box nearest the
front, tack the burlap on smoothlyi
bringing it even with the bottom of
the box and allowing the surplus
length to project at the top. The burlap should form the door of the box by
slipping the selvage edge of the goods
over a row of small nails driven up
and down along the Bide of the box.
Place a two gallon pall filled with water on top of the box and allow surplus
length of burlap to fall bver into the
Luncheon Potatoes.
Two cups of cold meat, four pota- pall. The burlap will become saturated
the Intoes, three large tomatoes, butter, pep- and the evaporation will keepCompanHome
cool.
Woman's
terior
per, salt to taste. Run through the
meat chopper, the ends of cold Bteak ion.
either broiled or fried or a mixture of
Cauliflower With Dressing.
any meats on hand. To two cups of
Cauliflower is far more delicate 11
meat allow four cups of potatoes,
for a good half hour. It should
either cold boiled or raw. Slice pota- cooked
baking dteh, be washed and examined carefully to
toes into a buttered
sprinkle thickly with chopped meat see that there are no insects lurking
cloth, put
and top with a layer of sliced toma- inside. Tie in a clean white
e
up in a
on
stem
It
water,
cold
in
to
pepper
salt
and
toes. Use butter,
pan
never
sauce
porcelain
or
taste. Alternate the layers until all
ingredients are used, covering with a in tin or iron. When done place it,
layer of buttered cracker or bread flowers up, in a hot platter and pour
tocrumbs. Bake until done. This makes over It the following sauce: Rub
of
tablespoonful
gether
and
a
butter
being
both
dish,
a satisfying luncheon
gradtasty and attractive in appearance. one of flour to smooth paste, add watop
the
While at the same time It disposes ually a cup and a half of was
boiled.
of left overs of steak, usually the in which the cauliflower
two or three minuted,
most difficult article to make use of. Let this boll for pepper
seasoning with
and Bait, and
just
before serving add the well beat-eMode.
Beef a la
yolk of an egg mixed with a
Take two pounds of beef, roll and tls
of cold water to prevent curdwith a string after you have well lard- ling.'
,
ed it. Into the saucepan put a
of lard and a little salt. Cook
Dewdrop Cakes.
the beef ten minutes In this. Add an
Half a cup of butter, two cups powinch-thicslice of bacon cut In small
f
pounds dered sugar, one cup milk, whites of
squares, and one and
teaof calf's foot cut in pieces. Add ten four eggs, 2V4 cups flour, heaping
carrots, cut up, and four sliced onions, spoon baking powder. I use any prewith a good cup of hot water, and let ferred flavor. I generally use almond,
all cook together slowly for three though lemon or vanilla is nice. Cream
butter, add sugar, then milk, stiffly
hours.
Add the least suspicion of hot wa- beaten egg whites and flour in order
ter If necessary, and In the last half named, putting in a little of each,
Sift baking powder
hour a cup of white or red wine. If then repeating.
with flour. Cover with glaced Icing.
this is liked.
gran-Itewar-

table-spoonf-

table-spoonf-

one-hal-

at St Thomas riding upon a little ass and disheveled, lay on the floor of the
and cut off its tail, were punished cell. The physician bent over and
with-thcurse that thenceforth all examined him, And then, rising, said,

Swiss Buttons.
r
Beat two eggs slightly and add
cup milk. Add gradually to
their boys should be borri with talis. in a loud, stern voice:
flour mixed, and sifted with
And the scoffs of other Englishmen at
"This man's condition Is not due to one cup
one teaspoon salt Place a colander
the "Kentish Jongtails" rebounded up- drink. He has been drugged.''
boiling water, put In
on the whole nation, so that even In
A policeman turned pale, and said, over a kettle of
f
the mixture, and force, usinc
the time of Edward VI. Englishmen In a timid, hesitating voice:
potato masher, into the waabroad suffered from the taunt.
"I'm afraid ye're right, sir. I drug a wooden
ged him, all the way a matter of a ter. When done (which will be as soon
as they come to(top of water) remove
Well Drugged.
hundred yards or more."
with a skimmer to a hot vegetable
A doctor was summoned to a police
A college degree may help a man dish and sprinkle with grated mild
station to examine an unconscious
cheese and salt. Repeat with reprisoner. The prisoner, very muddy but It never made one.
maining mixture.
one-juarte-

e

pne-hal-

Old Cream Use.
When cream is only Blightly sour It
may be made delicious to serve with
puddings, etc., In the following way:
Put into a basin with the Juice of a
lemon and a tablespoonful of sugar
and whip until quite stiff. This treatment makes It excellent, and Increases
the quantity at the same time.
To Keep Dinner Hot
Cover the food closely with a tin and
set It over a baBin of hot water. Thla
keeps the food hot, and at the same
time prevents It from drying.

J

THE
DRAGGED

GIRL

CY

PROSECUTORS

BALLOON

Young Woman Aviator Wat Unable

RECORD,

KENNA,

NEW

MEXICO.

OF GOVERNOR

If you would get up In the world get

SULZER

down to business.
Mrs.Wlnalnw'a Soothing Syrup for Children
tefttbinf?, aoftena tbe frnmn, reduce Inflamma
tion, allays- paln,cura wind ooltoSe a bottleJUa

te

Free Herself From Ropei
in Nebraska.

Nearly everybody In a small town
pretends to despise an amateur show
yet nearly everybody goes.

a
Lincoln, Xeb. Dolly I.iibelle,
ycung womun aviator, whose homo it
i.t Oieen l!ay. Wis., was Injured at
lluvclock near this city while attempting a balloon ascension and parachute
'(P!!t. The rope which cuts loose
the parachute Trow the gas bag failed
to work and the young woman hanging In the midair became entangled
In the ropes and was bound securely
to the crossbar to which she wa
clinging.
The balloon fnally descended almost to earth and then bounded upward and dragged the helpless woman
throu2ii u:derbrusli and barbedwlra
fences until the gas bag collapsed.
When found In a field, she was unconscious, clothing torn from her, and
her body cut and bruised. Her condition is critical, but physicians are
hopeful that she will recover.
TO STAND

His Trade.

"That glazier looks very unhappy."
"No wonder.

life-

-

is full of

Naturally.

"Did you read

that vacuum pros

pectus?"

"There's nothing

'I
-

iijv

'

7

HI

System.
"Charlie la so systematic."
"How now?"
"I asked him In my last letter If ha
liked my eyes, and now he refers ma
to his communication of February 24.
Says be treated the subject exhaust
ively in thatrcommunlcation."

PAT ON CURRENCY
:

Democrats Refuse to Amend
the Administration Measure to
Please the Bankers.

Washington, D. C The answer of
the administration forces In the house
to the criticism of the new Currency
bill made by the conference of bankers at Chicago will be a tightening up
of the lines and more .vigorous Indorsement ot the bill as It now stands.
Informal conferences of Democratic
members of the hoube currency committee emphasised the fact that the
active supporters of the President's
currency plan expect to paBS the
measure through the house without
substantial changes.
The amendments proposed by the
bankers, It was pointed out by house
leaders, all were considered in detail
when the bill originally was prepared
and in the long debate over Its provisions In the house committee on
bankiugsand currency.

fe) ,

r

--

(
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Learning as We Go.
"How did you come out with your
garden in tho back yard?"
"Simply fine. This year I realized
two weeks earlier than last year that
it was all a piece of annual foolish
ness, and quit fooling with It You
can't tell me experience isn't a great
teacher."

Ml r.

Copyright. Underwood A Underwood. N. T.
Representing the New York assembly in tbe impeachment trial ot Governor Sulzer will be this committee,
headed by Majority Leader Levy. From left to right the committee Is as follows: Sitting Patrick McMahon
of the Bronx, Aaron J. Levy, Abraham Oreenberg of New York. Standing Wm. J. Gillon of Kings, T. P. Madden of Westchester, Theo. H. Ward of New York T. K. Smith of Onondaga and J. V. Fitzpatrlck of Erie.
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ROADS

A HEARTY RESPONSE IN MISSOURI
TO GOVERNOR MAJORS'
' PLAN.

In It."

Thoroughly Enjoyable.
"How was the picnic?"
"A great success. More peopla
came near getting drowned than on
any other similar occasion Lever
heard of."

(

,

House

Osier Says, "Live Today.
'The day of man's salvation Is to
day. Make the limit of your life the
SEND TROOPS TO MEXICO
r
hours ofeathe day; lira
UP twenty-fouBACKING
HE'S
earnestly and you will have a vaccina
A Resolution Offered by Senator PenUhat will insure you against all mor
rose Requires Army to Protect
bid thoughts. The first two hours ot
Americans
If you have
HUERTA MAY RECONSIDER THE a day determine the day.
been romping with the younger Aphro
Washington. American troops for
UNITED STATES PROPOSALS
dite the night before you will be as
police duty In Mexico for protection
FOR PEACE IN MEXICO.
bleary-eyeas a fish when you get
of American lives and property and
up, and the day will be lost." Sir
an emergency appropriation
ot 25
William Osier, M. D., In- - address at
million dollars to be expended under
the direction of the President for that WILSON'S MESSAGE DELAYED Yale.
purpose, were proposed in a resoluIntelligent Repair Man.
tion by Senator Penrose.
He did
A woman had called at the elec
not ask the Senate to pass his reso- President to Withhold Communication
trician's shop to say that a repair man
lution and it went over.
to Congress to Give the Mexican
ought to come up to her bouse, as the
A concerted effort on the part ot
Government Time for
electric bell would not ring. A day
Republicans and Democrats to supAction.
paired, and the repair man did not
port President Wilson In his Mexican
make
his appearance, so she ventured
policy and to carry to the world the
Washington, D. C. The Huerta ad down to the shop again.
definite idea that the President has ministration in Mexico may reconsider
"How is it you didn't send a man to
the full support of the American peo- its rejection of the American pro- fix my bell?" she asked.
ple at once became apparent.
posals to restore peace in Mexico and
"I did send him," replied the em
arrange a new basis for negotiations ployer. "He came back and told m
CHICAGO HAS A WIND STORM with the United States.
that he rang three times and there
Strong intimations to this effect was no answer, so he took It for
reached official Washington along granted that? no one was at home."
A Circua Tent Was Blown Down Durwith the Information that the finan New York Evening Post.
,
ing a Performance and One
clal condition of the Huerta admlnis
Man Killed.
tration was such that a crisis was
Perfectly Natural.
Imminent.
"There's a fellow who is hoping for
Chicago, 111. A severe electrical
Should the Huerta government de- a crop failure."
storm, accompanied by high wind and
to enter into a new basis of discide
"That seems unusuaL What has ha
hail, marked a path across the south
part of Chicago. One man was killed cussion, withdrawing its contentions sown?"
expressed in the Huerta note re
"Wild oats."
and several were injured.
Houses as
plying to the proposals communicated
were burned and trees swept down.
His Experiences.
A circus tent crowded with women by Mr. Lind, President Wilson in all
"Jaggs had a hard time In that resand children was flattened. The pat- probability will not read his message
rons fled in a panic. Women were to both houses of congress as he In- taurant the other day, I understand,
when he got loaded."
separated from their babies and sev- tended.
"Quite hard. The proprietor raa
The President made no effort to
eral fainted. Men cut holes in the
tent with knives and the audience was prevent the house from adjourning him out, and a cop ran him In."
through the improvlsad until Tuesday. It had been supposed
liberated
exits. A gospel tent also was blown that he would read the message Mon
day and would ask the leaders in con
down.
gress to arrange a joint session. Fall
ure to send any word to the leaders
HE SAVED THE MONEY BILL was interpreted in official circles as
Pleasant- meailng that the United States had
A Letter From Secretary Bryan Depractically given the Huerta governfeated Amendments Proposed
ment until Tuesday .to make up its
by Insurgents.
mind finally as to what it would do.
It Is positively reiterated that the
of an old friend
Washington, D. C Supporters of United States will continue to insist
the administration
Currency
Bill on the resignation
of Provisional
scored an Important victory In the President Huerta or an announce
house Democratic caucus when they ment of his Intention to do so, as well
brought to their aid an unqualified In- as his elimination from the presiden
dorsement of the measure from Sec- tial race in the subsequent election
retary Bryan and defeated proposed
Raps Wilson Mexican Plan.
"insurgent" amendments that would
London, Eng. The Saturday Re
have prohibited interlocking director- view, in a leading article, savagely
ates in national or state banks Incor- attacks President Wilson's Mexican
porated under the proposed new law. policy. It says President Wilson "Un
witlv cream. consciously is playing the game ot
thoise in the United States who want
TELEGRAPHIC BRIEFS
Sweet, crisp bits of white
control of Mexican politics in order
Indian
toasted to an
corn,
to fill their own pockets."
The motor boat bandit Is the latest,
appetizing, golden brown.
according to the police of the Chicago suburb of Windsor Park, which A RECORD IN EXPORT TRADE
A delightful food for breakfronts on Lake Michigan.
fast, lunch or supper
always
Department
of
Commerce
Says
That
His attempt to repair a leaking gas
ready . to serve instantly from
July Business Was Best in Hispipe caused the death of Otto E. S.
the package.
tory of the Nation.
Hemmlnghoeser, probably fatal injuries to his wife and almost the comWashington. As an International
' "Thm Memory Linger'
plete destruction of their home at SL
department store the United States
Louis.
Is rapidly becoming the shopping cen
The first test of the constitutional- ter of the World, for in July
For a pleasing variation
the bus!
ity of the California alien land law ness done with
sprinkle some Grape-Nut- s
other
nations
exceed
will be begun at Los Angeles within ed all records for any
single month
over a saucer of Post Toast-ie- s,
the next few days by H. Tanigachi, a In tbe history of the Nation. The
wealthy Japanese, according to his at- partmentof Commerce, In a
then add cream.
The
statement
torney, H. A. Chamberlln.
combined flavour it tome,
Just made public, added satisfaction
Eight persons were injured, several In the showing, because this record
thing to
of them perhaps fatally, when a Mis- was established in spite of the fact
souri, Kansas & Texas passenger that the Imports fell below those ot
train from Sedalia and a local freight July, 1912. The balance of traria
Postura Orcal Company, Limited
train met In head-ocollision at the was all In favor of American manu
Battle (jraek, Blcaigaa
foot of Dock street in SL Louis.
facturers and producers
d
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KILLED DEPUTY AS EXAMPLE
A

Huerta Accused of Having Rendon
Shot In Order to Intimidate
Other Members.
Washington, D. C The killing near
the City of Mexico of Deputy Zeraplo
Rendon because he was alleged to
have plotted to assassinate. Provisional President Huerta Is regarded
by constitutional representatives here
as an act of intimidation deliberately
planned by Huerta to influence other
members of the Mexican congress,
which convenes next month and
which is likely to have before it important questions of policy.
Rendon is reported to have been
one of Mexico's most popular depu
ties, a Madero adherent and well
liked by Americans in Mexico.

Quarter Million Men Made Four
Hundred Miles of New Roads In
the Two Days Kansas Governor Helped.

Jefferson City, Mo. Based on telegrams received from counties scattered in every ' portion of the state,
Governor Major said that one quarter
million ' would be a conservative estimate of the number of men whe
toiled upon the roads and highways
of Missouri, in answer to his proclamation. .
The governor estimates that the
value of the work that was done will
be at least one and a halt million
dollars.
"Missouri's two good road days
have been a success exceeding even
our anticipations," Governor Major
said. "From the telegrams I have received
million will be" a
conservative estimate of the number
who turned out to work on the roads
of the state the first day. That number was increased the second day.
Judging from the telegram and telephone messages received.
"The value ot the labor alone in
tha two days will be ,1,000,000. More
than 1200,000 has been raised in the
various counties and cities of Missouri
and spent for material and road supplies. Thousands of teams have been
worked. Tons of cement have been
put into bridges and culverts. This
will add another halt million dollars
to the total amount of improvement
that has been done and will be done
on the two road days. And that Is
putting it small.
"Missouri has shown the Nation an
object lesson in road building. At
least 400 miles of new road have been
built. Repairs have been made upon
hundreds ot other miles ot our highways. Hills have been dynamited off
the entire state over."
Governor Major received "returns"
from road day at the executive mansion, where he was entertaining Governor Hodges and Mrs. Hodges of
Kansas. It was just like an election
night only it is doubtful if ever any
bulletins were watched with closer
interest than this road bulletin.
--

HAS A NEW INSURANCE ROW

one-quart-

Accident Companies Threaten to Withdraw From Missouri Because,
of Stringent Laws.
St. Louis, Mo. As a sequel to the
mysterious death of J. F. Lucas, a
grain broker, on a St. Louis & San
Francisco train near Valley Park,
Mo., agents of several accident insurance companies here have threatened
their companies would withdraw from
Missouri because of the severity ot
the state's life insurance laws.
The statute to which they object
compels the payment of policies In
suicide cases except when fraud in
taking out the policy Is proved.

THE GRADE CROSSING AGAIN
Passenger Train Hit Motor
Car, Killing Six and Injuring
Three Others.

Monon

Chicago, 111. Six persona were killed
and three Injured when a Monon passenger train, the Hoosier Limited,
struck a motor car between Cedar
Lake and St. Johns, Ind. AH the dead
and injured were occupants of the
,niotor car and were crossing the track
at a grade crossing twelve miles south
of Hammond, lnd. The train was
thirty minutes late and was going at
a high speed. The train was stopped HENS0N LEAPS FROM TRAIN
and the dead and injured maeo to
this city.
The Alleged Kansas Cattle "Rustler"
Made His Escape While Being
Shot a Robinson, Kan., Farmer.
Taken to Garden City.
Hiawatha, Kan. Ernest Bryant, tha
x
son of R. F. Bryant, who
Garden City, Kan. C. C. Henson.
lives five miles east of Hiawatha, shot charged with stealing cattle, who was
and wounded Louis Sands at Robin-bo- found at Grand Forks, N. D., while
Sands is about 19 years old and bring returned to Garden City In
a son of T. J. 8ands, a widely known charge
of Deputy Sheriff Reeves, es
farmer and stock raiser, who lives caped from a train. Reeves, wearied
urar Rohktfon.
with a vigil of three nights, slept
DIs prisoner taking advantage leaped
Mrs. Owen WlstafDead.
from the train at Offerle. Four autos
Saunderstown, R. 1. Mrs. Owen bearing Garden City men left In
Wlster, wife cf the novelist, ! dead search of the fugitive. Feeling against
at her summer home here from heart Henson Is high.
(allure.
.
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that solitude not difficult to .find In
his aerial kingdom.- Sometime for a
long while he would stand In the cloister, gazing seaward; again --wander in
the church, ' look at the monuments,
always to pass one of them quickly.
Only on a slngl occasion, when the
Marquis, who was dally becoming
more nervous, sought him, with a favorable report of his prisoner-patient- ,
did the Governor give sign that be
neath this apparent apathy yet stirred
malevolence and rancor.
"Yes, yes," he returned, a spark of
venom In his glance; "he
Is doing well, no doubt! I am sure he
will do well. But well or ill, I wish to
hear no more of him! No more, Monsieur le Marquis!" His voice vibrated;
surprised, the kinsman of the King
stared, then stiffly turned away.
So matters stood, when one day,
alone In the cloister, bis Excellency
felwas disturbed by a
low who brought a letter and said
he would await the reply at the tavern
In the town.
Deliberately the Governor took the
missive, tore open the envelope, and
surveyed the small bit of paper It contained. Whatever the brief message
told him, his Excellency's face did not
change, and he was still coldly, carefully studying sentences and words,
after his fashion, when through the
door my lord, the Marquis, stepped in
some baste. Lifting his eyes, the Governor had no difficulty In reading the
question on the young man's
-
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than a cell waiting for you!" was the
malicious retort.
"No doubt!" said the other stoically.
But as his eyes again swept the horizon, from the opposite direction appeared another bend of riders. At
first the prisoner, regarding them,
looked puzzled; then as the
rode straight and rapidly on toward the cross, bis countenance exA
pressed a faint understanding.
fresh relay of men, he concluded; one
his present guard would consign him
to, and then themselves return to the
an
Mount Still was the meeting-placodd one, and the demeanor of the two
bodies of men not entirely consistent
wlfh his conclusions; for, as they
drew nearer, both parties slackened
their pace, suspiciously to scrutinize
each other.
"Twenty the number agreed upon!"
muttered the Marquis, and spurring on
fast, led his troops nearer the cross.
Not many paces distant the word
was given to halt, and, as they obeyed,
on the other side of the monument the
strange men likewise drew rein. At
the same moment, there flashed on the
captive's mind a discovery. These
fajes, looking so grimly out over the
marshy field at them, were not the
wooden visages of paid soldiers, but of
men he knew his men! Across the
space separating the two parties he
could read their quick looks their
He
satisfaction their complacency!
watched them with eyes in which
pride and tenderness mingled. And
then, for the first time, did he observe
they bad brought some one with them
a woman, or a girl the Governor's
daughter!
The bold black eyes of the prisoner
What did it
regarded her fixedly.
mean? said his keen gaze. Colorless
as marble, my lady held herself very
erect on her horse; then while his
glance yet probed her, the proud face
slowly changed; on the cold cheek
youth's bright banner flared high. The
young man turned; following the direction of her gaze, looked at the Marquis; my lord's features radiated felicitations; his eyes shone with welAnd a fuller understanding
come.
came over the prisoner; in some mysterious manner had the Lady Ellse
been made captive, and now had the
nobleman come to escort his betrothed
back to the palace.
Even as the Black Seigneur reached
this conclusion, he became cognizant
his bonds had been loosened; the reins
placed In his hands. "You are free,"
said a voice and mechanically be rode
toward bis comrades.
Thus, near the crumbling and tlme-new-come-

e

Selgntrur;" cried
st drink this a spt
ctal bottle we brought for the occa
slon ! "
"Sent by old Pierre when he heard
we were coming for you!" added the
lads! Un
poet. "Your drlnktng-cup- .
To
fasten the skin for yourselves!
"Drink

mon

this.

capltalne!"

Once, twice, deeply they drunk- -,
toast and vintage alike to their taste;
then straightening, looked at the Black
Seigneur whose eyes yet burned In the
direction my lady had gone. With a
start he seemed to recall himself to
the demands of the moment; bis first
questions they expected; the shi- pwhere did she He? Snug and trim to
neighboring cove, ready to slip out,
required and danger
If occasion
pressed which contingency they did
not Just then expect, since at tbf
moment was his Excellency more concerned with affairs on the land than
matters pertaining to the sea. What
these paramount Interests were, the
young man, on whose thin cheek now
burned a little color, did not at once
ask; only gazed Inquiringly over the
group, where one, whom he might have
expected, was absent.
"Sanchez he la not with yau?"
A look of constraint appeared for
an instant on the poet's face.
'No, he's with the pcple, I expect.
You see," he went on, "things have
been happening since you elected to
enact the mountebank. The bees have
been busy, and this little hive they
call Franoe Is now full of bother and
bustle. The bees that work have been
buzzing about those that don't; they
made a great noise at Versailles, but
the King Drone only listened; did not
try to stop It, fearing their sting. They
hummed at the door of the Bastlle.
until the parasite bees, not liking the
music, opened the doors, let them all

happened to the Black Seigneur, they
would hold her, Ellse, answerable for
It? You see the had learned," bitConfess Ellse, daughter of the governhang him
or of the Mount, has chance encounter terly, "of your intention to
with a peasant hoy. The "Mount." a email after the wedding!"
d
Inland, atood In vast bay on
"From which ydu Infer?"
and
the northwestern coast of France, gov"They will keep her as hostage! Induring; the time of Louis XVI. wi a
Develop that the deed, they said as much, when "
ernment stronghold.
peasant boy waa the aon of Seigneur
"Tbey bound you, my Lord?" .
a
nobleman Young Deeaurac
to eecura an education and become
The color came to the young man's
daugha gentleman: aee the governor'
ter depart for Parla. Lady Ellse returnsa face. "It was a trap," he said, his
after aeven years" schooling, and eny-taln- voice pitched higher; "and they came
many noble. Her Ladyship dances
with strange fisherman, and a call te prepared, not for one man, but the
arme Is made In an effort to capture a guard !"N
mysterious Le Ralrnaur Nolr. He escapes.
a great
Still it was very
Lady Ellse la caught In the "Grand" tide.
The Black Seigneur rescues and takes mistake to have taken the shorter
her to his retreat. Ellse discovers that way through the forest alone."
her savior was the boy with the fish.
Benches, the Seigneur's servant. I arThe proposal did not originate with
rested and brought before the governor. me! Ellse suggested It. She seemed
Lady Ellse has 8anchez set free. Seigneur and a priest at the "Cockles." BenIn a wild, headstrong mood; nothing
ches tells Deeaurac that Lady Ellse betrayed him. but Is not believed. The would stop her. Now," moodily he
Seigneur plans to release prisoners at the rose, "man Dleu!
What has she
Mount. Lady Ellse pleads with her father to spare the Uvea of condemned Pris- brought upon herself? Where Is she
oners. Disguised as a peasant Lady now?"
"They,"' his voice seemed to clip
Ellse mingles with the people and hears
His Excellency did not stir; his the words, "propose an exchange of
mysterious
A
some startling facts.
Mountebank starts a riot. He Is arrested face, like a pale mask, was turned prisoners, and give me three days to
and locked' up after making close obserslowconsent to it!"
vations of the citadel, and Is afterwards aside. "I do not think," he said
ly, as arguing to convince himself,
summoned before the governor's daughter. The governor enters the room during "she Is In any Immediate danger." ,
CHAPTER XXX.
the Interview with the mountebank. IsAsre-a
But mr lord caught irritably at the
miserable buffoon, the Mountebank
leased by order of the governor.
A Sound Afar.
overpowers guard and dons sol- word. "No danger! She Is surroundAbout midway In the curve of one of
dier's uniform. The Seigneur successfully ed by It. And we? what are we to
passes guard
and finds the "Oreat do? Sit Idly here? Give me a ship,
"Tbe Bastlle has fallen T'
.The
tho numerous bays, marking the coastWheel." Jacques, the Jailer, forced to your
Excellency, and I will follow the line, and several hours distant from
bring tip enemies of
listener's voice rang out; his eyes,
and
wheel
tread the
8elgneur liber- boat of this Black Seigneur, and when
the governor. The Black Seigneur
searching sharply the features of the
the Mount, stands a stone cross erectagain
ates the prisoners. The
I find It,' force them
bard, seemed to demand only the
made prisoner. The Marquis de
ed by an English marauder to indicate
visits the Mount. The ladles and
eyes
symbol
landing.
truth, plain, unadorned.
The
Governor's
The
of
his
What?"
place
the
nobles Inspect the dungeons. Ellse vUlta
swerved dully. "Have you forgotten Is visible on all sides from afar, for
It has," answered the other gravely.
Ellse engages Nathe Seigneur.
nette, daughter Pierre Laroche, friend of their threat? Their last words to yqu before It are the sands and the sea,
And the tune sung In and aronnd
Nanette
the Black Seigneur, as maid. Seigneur.
Paris has kept on spreading until
that if we attempted to follow, to res- and behind stretches the land barren
plans the release of the Black
The Marquis and Lady Ellse ride Into an cue that, rather than give her up " of wood low, level, covered only with
You may hear
now it Is everywhere!
ambush.
"They would not dare!" cried my marsh grass. Toward this monument
It in the woods: along the marshes;
lord with sparkling glance.
out over the strand! Tbe very Mount,
of man's conquest most prominent
, CHAPTER XXIX. (Continued.)
dreary and moImmovable,' seems to listen. When
But his Excellency shook his head. object In a
But whatever feeling the lord of the
will the storm break? Today? ToMount might entertain toward hit No; no; it won't do! And now," notonous rode, late one afternoon, a
wort from
morrow? It needs but-chief officer, no course at the moment again looking away, "leave me, my band of horsemen. At their head gal
Paris, and then"
eemed open save to await the return Lord, to consider." With which, the loped my lord, the Marquis; In the
The poet broke off, and silently tbe
of that person and the Marquis. So, interview, as unsatisfactory to the one center could be seen a man with
bound arms whose horse was led by
curbing his impatience as best he as the other, terminated.
Black Seigneur seemed to be weighSeveral days that passed were not one of the others. This person a prismight, his Excellency kept" vigil; and
ing the purport of the news; for some
moments stood as a man deep in
not alonel Tidings of what had hap- calculated either to alleviate his Ex oner, thin, haggard, yet still muscular
pened spread at the top of the rock: cellency's anxiety, or the Marquis' Im
thought; then, arousing himself, spoke
sifted through closed gates and thick patience; for during that period of
few words, and gave a brief order Swiftly the riders swept away In the
walls Into the town. The late arrival waiting came no word of my lady, or
at the Mount of the lords and ladles, news of her captors.' Mysteriously as
direction from which they had come,
companions of the Governor's daugh a phantom snip had the boat that had
and only when they had gone some dister for the day, but added to the ques carried the Governor's daughter away
tance did the young man once more
question.
tionings of the multitude. All night appeared on the coast and vanished,
turn to the poet with
life and expectancy reigned; lights and from none of the Governor's ves
Whereupon the latter, spurring bis
gleamed from high places; responded sels, or any of the fishing craft could
horse nearer bis chief, launched Into
In low ones.
be gleaned information of Its whereeloquent explanation. '
"Is It true, my dear, what we hear abouts. My lord, the Marquis, annoyed
"And then," ended the bard, "the
about the Lady Ellse?" the landlady of at what seemed but fruitless delay;
Governor's daughter walked Into our
the Inn on the Mount near the strand was still for setting forth and Inviting
ambush as unsuspectingly as a monse
.called out to a stalwart, dark young battle; but of this his Excellency
Into a trap!"
woman, hurrying down the narrow would not hear, arguing, no doubt, to
"The Governor's daughter cozened
way shortly after the Paris contingent himself that in temporizing lay. great
by Nanette!"
had gone up.
er assurance of safety to his daughter
That she was! A clever wench
"I have beard no more than you than In precipitate action. So the sit
and a brave one, Nanette! Although."
have," came the curt answer of this uatlon grew hourly more trying, until
the poet's Jovial eyes studied the dark
person none other than Nanett
as if it already were not Intolerable
face, "unless I am mistaken, she found
who carried .a small bundle and enough! a new concern added iron
the task to her liking!"
seemed anxious to move on.
You treated her, the Governor's
leal weight to present perplexities.
"Oh, I didn't know but you came
My young lord, between whom and
well?" said the other
daughter,
from the palace!" observed the mis the master of . the Mount had been
abruptly.
tress of the Inn, and returned to her growing a more strained relationship,
'Gave ber your cabin, mon cap!
customers, drinking and nodding with sought the Governor one day, and, in
talne, where," chuckling, "she ruled
heads close together1
excited tones, announced he had Just
like a despot. Not once did she whim
On the morrow, however, all doubts learned that the prisoner, the Black
per, or beg favor for herself! For
put
speculations
at Seigneur, was 111 and probably would
were removed and
the Marqjits, It Is true, she did plead
rest; for hardly had the sun set its survive but a short time longer in the
that dav u.' a rnnlr them!"
seal In the sky than from the forests dungeon where he was confined As
the
"He's her betrothed!" said
the appearance of a body of troops his Excellency knew, the fellow had
young man shortly.
rewarded the watchers. From hovel been wounded, and now with scanty
A marionette!" gibed the poet
to hut the word went, and men, wom- nourishment, want of air, and close
"Some of the men were for making
en and children, unkempt and curious, quarters, was generally In a bad way,
short shrift of him, and they might
ran down to the beach to await the
His Excellency heard; moistened his
have only for her!"
approach of the guard. Proudly had Hps and seemed about to speak, but
"They will soon be safe enough to
It departed, with waving of plumes; was silent, while more anxiously the
remarked the macs
gether now!
slowly It returned, a bedraggled pro- young man went on. Of course unSeigneur.
cession . of staggering horses and der different conditions, with care and
Again a peculiar, half questioning ex
heavy-eyemen. Had It come back a attention a
room and exshaded the poet's eyes, while
presslon
little earlier, the dark might have kept cellent food they might hope to refurtively he regarded the young man
the truth from the people; now the store their prisoner's strength; at
"Yes, they ought to be!"
pitiless red glare revealed to the full least, preserve for a time one so pre"The terms of exchange what were
the plight of the troopers. It told, too, cious to themselves, upon the thread
they?"
the disappointment of Monsieur le of whose life hung my lady's!
That was our de"You for her!
Commandant, who looked neither to
His Excellency still answered no
mand. After the place had been
the right nor to the left; and the de- word; only looked down, and, knitting
agreed upon, his Excellency asked to
spair .of my lord, the Marquis, pale his brows, the young nobleman restname the hour, and further Interjected
counterfeit of bis debonair self.
lessly waited. At length, with an excondition, binding both parties to sea
"Her Ladyship! They
haven't pression on his face the Marquis had
crecy
in the matter, that the people
brought her back!" Low murmurs never before seen there, his Excel
might not know. They acted badly
rose; grew louder; someone laughed. lency rose, moved like an automaton
when the soldiers returned to the
But sullenly, without answer, the sol to the bell, and called for the Jailer.
,
Mount without bis daughter; tbey
dragged
by,
into the town, and
diers
"MonBleur le Marquis has a few Inmight behave worse, no doubt be
laboriously up to the top of the Mount. structions to give you." The GovToward This Monument of Man's Conquest Rode a Band of Horsemen.
thinks, when they come back with
At the gate bis Excellency waited; ernor's voice, but a breath, told what
her."
prts
of
exchange
worn
cross,
was
the
gazed
to
time
cast one glance at the company their the words cost him.
time
from
of frame
"So will she be safely returned In
awa
girl
whirled
effected;
oners
the
calculation
or
leader and silently turned. 'Later,
responded
Inquiry
gravely,
lookabout; a look of
The man
darkness! A wise provision!'
of
my
the
by
fearful
lord,
who
seemed
eyes.
was
be
closeted with both ing from one to the other.
however,
In the black undaunted
murmured the poet, study"That,"
Seigneur
left
Black
treachery,
and
the
to
me
and the Marquis a
. the commandant
"What prison are you taking
"Use your own Judgment in the
"was evidently his
horizon,
ing
the
men.
brief period with the former who de- matter, my Lord." went on his Excel- now?" once he asked the trooper who f the greeting of his
me thought. But." as the Black Seigneur,
mow, Dy me tuneiui mine
"And why
parted, carrying a look eloquent of the lency,- and left them together.
held the reins of
pace, drew rein at a fork
. unpleasantness
of the interview.
After that, a change, subtle but do you go in this direction? Is It you poet, Gabriel Gabarle, pushing his bur relaxing his
"yonder lies our
pathway,
the
to"
in
was
first
the
front,
ly
to
the
form
on
highways
along
now,"
main
over
said
the Governor In
oame
the Governor; dare not ride
"And.
and "
capltalne,
mon
cove,
your
looks,
"but,
from
a
band
extend
tones somewhat strained, as the off- a silent man always, now bis taciturn account of the people?"
men go there!"
you
111
and
the
"Do
to
welfare
the
looks
icer's dejected footfall died in the dis- ity become most marked. Under stress
"Never you mind!" came the gmff the Governor
commanded the other, and gave a few
tance, "we've got rid of that dolt. let of untoward circumstances,
all the answer. "And ss for the people, of his lodgers'."
"And had we not captured my lady." further instructions.
us consider, my Lord, the purport of guests at the Mount, save the young they'd better look out!"
"See that the ship is kept in readi"Bah!" laughed the prisoner. "You spoke up another, gazing after the
noble, departed; but his Excellency
.
this outrage."
"Purport?" repeated the Marquis appeared hardly to notice their going; can put some of them In cells, but not party of the Marquis, ''he would have ness!" he ended. "As for me" He
Uioked yet worse to the welfare of one reads a vague gesture.
petulantly, stretching bis stiff legs. drawing his cloak of reserve closer all!"
(TO BX CONTINUED.)
"There may be something worse Of them, no doubt!"
"Did tbv not tell me that if anything about him; seemed ynly to ask for
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Santa Fk Kakiu Makes' Goon;

This oftico vill coon have a
full and vompiele catalogue of
D. C. SAVAGE Editor and fWr all llie best reading matter in
the United States. It will be
in about two weeks and
PUBLISHED WEEKLY ready
will be flee for the asking.
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'A demonstration plat of Santa
Fe dwaif kafir on the farm of
R ' E. Fletcher has inade a
showing i ii I h o

drouthy conditions that
for 8 weeks at Kenna.
of kafir ' is the
variety
This
have-prevaile-

t the Ktnfts,
s eC0ld Class

V. L. L. rarker and C. 11.
Page of Boaz were in town one
day this week 'with a wagon
Subscription $1.00 Per Year In load of melons and other farm
Advance
product?. The Record was reAdvertlselng ral mnde known on npplloalloo membered with a couple of nice
melons. When anyone in the
country
lias melons, Mr. Parker
LOCAL AND PERSONAL.
has them.
Legal Blanks printed and for
sale by theKenni Record.
'A Mani the Open." Oct. 3.
Cattle Shipped.
rOR SALE.
T.
Letson bought nine car
E.
1913 Model, Motor Cycles an
load3 of cattle here the past
Motor Boats at bargain prics,
week- from Bud Wilkerson.
Shipmant was made from here air makes, brand new machines,
to Kilgore, Nebr., for the on easy monthly payment plan.
Get our proposition before buy
Indiana. '
ing or you will regret it, also
bargains in used Motor Cvcles.
' W. II. Wood and family after
Write us todav. Enclose Stamp
trading their 320 acres six miles for
reply.
isoufh of town for Texas land,
Address Lock Box 11,
3eft this week for Avoca, Tex- J25-S2Trenton. Mich.
ndv.
as, their new home.
Mis. J. G. Greaves received
' Thomas Neely and family re- word from her mother, Mrs. J.
turned home the pest week after B. King, who is visiting a t
a feV months stay in Raswell Sherman, Texas, that she was
in a railroad accident at Sher
Legal Blanks printed and for man on the 7th and was sever! v
gale by the Kenna Record.
bruised and as a lesulr maybe
compelled to have an operation
R. E. Fletcher brought in to
pei formed. Mrs. King was rethe Record this week the finest turning to Sbeiman-- With a
Avater melon that we have seen grandchild when lire
this season. Thefee melons are crushed into a
of cars on
produced under the Campbell a siding and overturned the
nystem of farming. However coach in which she was riding.
a few days more of this dry The car turned completely over
weather will prove fatal to them. and was detached from the
trucks. The child was not 'in"
Mrs. Eunice West has resign jured. .Mrs. King as expect, h! her position with the Recoid ing to shortly visit Mrs. Greaves
in contemplation of moving to here. The Center Post Dis.
Texas, and Oscar Roberson a- - patch.
gain takes the' place of Devil
compositor and printer.
WILSON
CONPRESIDENT
GOES TO
-

train

,

GRESS AND REVEALS

vaporated.

REJECTED

HOW

HUERTA

ADVICE.

ANNOUNCES
NECFSSITY
FOR FIRM NEUTRALITY
WTAND.

FOR

RENT.

Good two room house with
good well of water, located near
the school house. Inquire of
John A. Kimmons.
A new story, "The Man in the
Open," begins with October 3
voni tan to get me nrst.. it is
strictly an outdoor story, full of

Received

'Applause
Enthusiasm By Members of the
House and Senate.

Message

With

And

Washington,D. , ug. 27.,
President Wilson tonight warnC--

ed all Americans to leave Mex.
ico at once. At the same time

the American embassy and all
consular representatives
every day life, and is very in throughout the southern repub
teresting.
lie were istructed "to notify all
See that your subscription officials civil and military in

does not expire and leave you Mexico,'' that they will be held
without the story.
strictly responsible for harm or
lniuiy clone to Americans or
Kenna Has Another New geht.
their property.
Secretary Bryan dispatched
On Wednesday of this week
the Santa Fe Ry., Co , and the long te'egrams to the' enibasyf
'Wells Fargo & Co., Express and all consular representatives
checked out G. A. Holder at quoting from the president's ad
this place and checked in T. O. dress to congress today. "In the
Elrod who has handled the messages the consuls weio in
station at Acme for some struct ed to give eveio aid possibly to departing Americans,
months past.
Mr. Holder thinks of going furnishing them transportation
east, having tendt red his resig- and any other pecuniary assistnation immediately after his ance to the needy.
They were informed that a
appointment to this office.
sufficient
number os chips would
"A Man in theOpon." Oct. 3. be
provided to cary away tbote
ii the sea coast towns.
Try Our After Dinner Coffee.
Ft ei ?n f overnments w ill le
Each bucket contains One Solid mtineu or me action or the
Silver Knife and Fork both sil- Uni el States, so ihat they may
ver wear and coffee are guaran- give shnular advice; but these
1.10 per American consul? will help all
teed to please you.
i foreigners in any emerganoy.
bucket.
R swe'l Morning News.
Kenna Lumber Co.

Farm Implements

Building Material
of

FANQY

all

inds,

and STAPLE

GROCERIES
9reprleicrs ef the

KENNA TIN SHOP
We moke what you want In this line, Tanks, Well Casing,
Watering Troughs. Repair work neatly and, promptly done.

yiimkens $rcs.

,

Jeii

good max.
A story is going the rounds of
the papers about the f'ineral of
the editor of a country paper a
bout like this:
editor had
worked hard to build Vun his
community and better the con
ditions of his homo tow n. He
died a poor man, but his funeral
was attended ba a large crowd.
In the procession were 072 de
linquent subscribers and each
of them pi'yingly remarked
' If e was a good man,but never
could make any money.'' Las
Crucis Republican. "

HARDWARE

LUMBER

The
white capped while top.
showing is al njj the inlportanl
lines of drouth resistance and
earliness. The fact that as yet
the crop shows no. sighs of
burning Is due principally to
the care of the crop. But it
earliness is an inri isic feature.
At every farm whe (his variety
of kahr has been placed it has
out stripped either black capped
white or red kafir in the rsice
of maturity. In this case the
seed was planted Mav 1st and
most of the heads are .now in
the hard dough. It is matui-in- g
quicker than ca e planted
earlier in an adjoining field.
II, CMcCovveri
A sistant

fi

Local showers have fallen
over the community the past
week, but in each cafe they
wore light, and were soon, e

KENNA LUMBER CO.

D.

white Kresidem,

ueo. i.uuieneia

vice rrebiaenu

A

THE KENNA BANK

s

Strictly a home institution

Your patronage solicited.
espectfully,
m SB.

M

r j!

Scott.

das lien.

.

REQUISITION

CO.

&-TRU-

Jk

PAPERS.

A. C. Reeither, of Portales, is
under arrest at Winterset, Iowa,
and Sheriff Geoige Deeil, of
Roosevelt county,1 leaves-todato bring Rdither ba;k here for
trial. Requisition papers were
signed by Governor McDonald
today, and .were mailed t o
Sheriff Deen at Winterset,
Reitherisi charged with burn
ing his home to collect the in
surance on it.
Santa Fe New Mexican.
The value of stone produced in
the United States in 1912 reach
ed the laige total of $78,284,572,
an increase Of $1,176,005 over
1911, thus breaking all previous
records. The large stone pro
ducing States, named in order
of output, are Pennsylvania,
Vermont, New' York, Ohio,
Illinois
Indiana, California.
Massachusetts, Miscouii a n cl
- .
Wisconsin.

-

y

All

Kinds

of Job

Work

neatly .done at The Kenna
Record Office.
,We carry a nice line of

Writing papers, Envelopes,
Curds, Statements, Invoices,
etc.

4

Your patronage solicited.

A number of
fashionable 1883- - The Salvation Army
in and commenced operations in Canrestaurants
inns
and
.
....
I he state land commissioner about New York City are suf- ada.
announces the following land fering from strikes among the
1885- - The first cable-roasales on the following dates, to waiters.
in
New York City began it's serthe highest bidder, the mini
vice.
mum price at which the land
Fifty thousand workmen are 1903- - Japanese and Russian
may be sold, being $5 an acre.
On Nov. 17th, at the cour reported idle in the city of envoys at Portsmouth reached
peace agreement.
house in Clayton, Union county Berlin.
80 acres in Tw. 19 nort h
1910- - Gen. Juan J. Estpada asrange 40 east, 40 acres in Twp.
office as president of
sumed
29
IN HISTORY,
AUGUST
3r north, range 29 east, and 320
Nicaragua.
acres in Twp. 30 north, range 1835- The "Beaver," first steam
vessel to ply on the Pacific 1012- - President Taft planned to
27 east.
Ocean.,
left England for. Fort answer attacks on his adminisOn Nov. zoth, at the court
Vancouver.
tration made by Col. Roosevelt. ,
house at Koswell. (J li a v e s
1857county, 1320 acres in Twp. 12
Minnesota adopted a state
south, range 35 east.
constitution.
Santa Fe New Mexican.
MOO Reward, $100.
18G2- - Brigadier General JefferSales of State Land.

.

.

i

V

.

.

d

--

v

COTTON MILL RESUME.
Fall River, Muss , Aug. 25
The 6even cotton mills of the
Fall River Iron Works, whic
haye been closhd .since early
Mav. resumed oneiation todav.
The mills, which employ 5,t)6o
hands, supply cloth to the A
merican Printing Company.

son C. Davis, U, S. A., shot and

mortally wounded Major
General William Nelson in an
altercation at Louisville.
18G4- - General Crook superseded
General Hunter as commander
of the Department of West
Airginia.

The rradrrs or thU paper will be pleasrd to learn
that l here li at taut one tinauxi dlseaiw tltat riom-haa beeu Abie to uura In tut . tuwm. ami ttiut tt
Catarrh.
t
Hall's CaUTd
the only puttittva'
cure now known to lit iphcIiwJ atemtiy.
Catarrh
being a eouiiiiuttuMitU duunae l iulrea a cotwtiti-tktutreatment. Hall's CattuTh (lire to tAkra
auuu dirertiy upuu Uiz blood and mucous
ftur(actt of the syutfni, Uwnai f tieeiruyliiK the
foundation of the diwaiia. aud tvln .ttie patient
ttrvnxtli by butltllug up the ounftltuttoii and aifc-ln-g
nature In rftiuuc Its work. 1
proirletoni
m ntu.-- falih Hi Ua curutive pc.
that they Hit
One Jlundred Uollars for any
wo that ii
U
cure. Hnti for list of titrtlmotiic"".
Aililrras F. J. CHUNKY
'OlfedO,
Ot
Hold by all Dnmulsts, 7rc.
Uks Uuu s Family fills for c tlpaUoa.
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With American Poultry Journal, for..
With Arkansas Traveler, for
Willi Better Fruits, for..
Wit h Chicago Inter Ocean and Fanner, for..
With Commoner, for

'....$1.30

Low one-wa- y
secondclass
Colonist Fares will bo in effect
at approximately 30.00 for the
fall season to California ami the

,

Dates of sale: Sept. 25 ih to
Oct, 10th inclusive,
Ninty day Tourists tickets to
Health resorts in Texas and all
Gulf points on sale any day.
For full particulars see
T. O. EIrcd, Agent
NEW MEXICO.

KENNA,

We Avail t the
name of every
young man who
Is ambitious So

$1 65

.$1 05

and the decorations of his walls.
It is human nature to doubt
the viracity of a man who brags
about how he falkfd up to sonie
one about t wice his s:ze.
Let the sunshine into your
breast. It will drive out hate,
rancor and telfishniss.
You never impiess anyone
with your smartness when you
tell about it yourself.
"for ; . ...... ;
, ,
....... ; ;
. . .$2.35
It is not so much the hours a
$1.25
With National Fanner and Stock Grower, for,,
"Works :s the way he
pers,on
1 .85
With Pathfinder, f r .
t
litis
the
hours he isn't work
With Peoples Home Journal, fci";,
.. , , ,.$1 80 spi
t(
ing
wears
him out,
that
With Popples Home Journal, Ladits World and McCalls,
Buying shoes for a half dozm
.$1.75
for. .
youngsters mako it bard for
.$1.70
With P.ctorial Ketiew, for. ... ;
With Pictorial Review, Modern Prisciila. Ladies World: and some fathers to keep on their
$2.05
Housewife, for.
feet.
$3.00
With Review of Reviews, for.
It's worth more to live GO
$2.50
With Saturday Evening Post, for...
years now than it was to live
.$1 15
Willi Successful Fanning, for.,.
s
000 in the time of old Adam
..$1.75
With Texas Stockman and F.irmer, for,. .
A woman won't allow yon to
70
Willi Century Farmer, for..
convince
her in a logical way
$l.(i0
Wuh Uncle Remus, Home A'a. ine, for
in
any
nor
other way.
$2.10
Willi Woniaus Home Companion, for
A woman who appeal scha ining in l he kitchen would grac
Xv.tUii r,:r I'li'illootli.n.
Notice tor I'uhlicallon.
Delineator, for.,
..'.$2.00
With Everybod.es, for
2.C0
With Good Housekeeping, for
$2.00
Willi Ladies Home Journal, for.
$2 50
With McCalls (with patterns,) for
.$1.35
With Mi Calls (with patlerns), Ladies World, and Teoplts
Home Journal, for,
.$1.75
W it h McUfure:? Magazine, for ,
,')',,,. $2 00
, , , , .
, .$2,00
With McClures and Ladies World, for;
With Msdern Pris cilia, for. , , ,
$1.70
With Modern Prisciila, Ladies World and Tectorial lieview,

ait,
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SPECIALTY,
in Ramona Block
N. M.
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R. L. ROBERSON,
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Agent for tlie

Steam
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Laundry, of Amarilto, Texaa
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Dr. H. L. Fiscus.
ffkiizleian

rfurgecn, and

A
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2he Picnna drugstore.
9ure, Jresh Sirups

2diet Articles.
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Ment'tou this Paper.

to-da- y:

SEND 10 CENTS
hta
l.ioiruetlve. liouiilttwl tfcA tnd

oMcUxk at

UlU all hhoal

pootpatiJ, toother mixh liij big
liuok,
aio. A
IM AtiM vuleiun ot bau,

H.W. Ouckbes.

Ulasu'ffil

j
J

activity of order buy ere, who
are shipping many hogs east
where they are short. Keceipts
tiday 7, OoO hogs,' opening market steady to 5 higher.

After making a careful study
of l he subject, one poultry fan-:i-

er

i--
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02t8

Department of the Interior,
Land ORIce a. Itoswell. N. M. Auir.

V. S.
IH3.

hereby njven that Mary J.
nimbly, of Itedland. N. M. who, on June 10,
,
1911. made H. E. Ser. No.
lis Msy J.
Smith, but which was nmecded April 3. KtiT.
to rend: Mnry J. Crumbly, for E! Kec. S.I.
Notice is

Twp. tl S.. Kanire 37 E.. N. M. P. Median
tins tiled notice of intention to make three
year Proof, to establish elalm to the land
above described, before Will A. Palmar. U S.
Commissioner, in his oflice nenr Richland. ,
.
M. on NE! NEW Sec. 10. Twp. 6 s. linnve
N. M. P. M. on the ld.iy of Oct. 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:
n.omnsJ. Keller, Hubert D. Turner. Cliarli
S. LVnthernmun,
land. N.M.

Charlie C. Smith, all of
T. C.

Ref.- -

Tii.uitson.
Keuisier.

AS"-"-

Notice for I'ubllcntlon.
026833

Department

of

theInterlor,

U. S.

Land Office at Hoawell. N. M. Auir. 1& l'U.1.
Notice Is hereby irlven that Joseph M.
Cone, of Itichlnr.d, N. M. who, on January '.
1912,
mnde H. E. ferial No. 0268.13. for NM
ec. SI, TownshliiO S., Ranite 3S E.. N.M. P.
Meridian, has tiled notice of Intention to

make three year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before C F.
Toombs, I. S. Commissioner, in his oftlce at
Richland N. M. on October S, 1913.

Claimant names as witnesses:

Liirenzo D. Younif. Lew is H. Faw. T. Lee
"ucPtiinn. Frnncis M. lleeman, all of Richlnnd
N. M.
T. C. Tii.i.oTaoN,

A.'9 S20

Hejlsier.

A8-S-

'.

SEEUS SUCC0EUI

.

t

of the Interior, U. S
r.iitwl Office at Itosw ell, N. M. July 'l. JHI3.
Notice is hereby Kivei th:it Clifton C.
of Allle. N. M. tiiliinlinn' of Nancy E,
Delivers, limine, who. on Jan I I i:)l. made
H, R. Serinl No. OSIS.ki. for M'j NW!; KH
SW
V.
See. S7, Towihliip C S. V.nnue
N.M. 1". Meridlnn, has tile iwli'e. of intention to mnke thiee-yen- r
Proof, to esiiiblisli
Snvnue, U. S. CominiKsioner. In his otllce
claim to the lnnd above described, before
nt Kennn. N. M. on the 5th tiny of Sept. lain. Will A. Palmer. U. S. Cummissioner. in his
Claimant names aa witnesses:
ortloe near Kediand, N. M. on NK'4 NE!,
Julin It. Holm in. VVilllnm II. Cooper, Joseph Sec. 10, Twp. 6 s., Hinife 37 P.. N. M. P. M.
NOTJCE FOIl ITBMCATION'.
N.
Fry,
C'ooper.
Kennn,
Hnrvey W.
nil of
A.
on septenaer 2. ltfis.
F S.
0fi6S7
non coal
C. C Uknuy,
M.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Depnrlmeiit of Hie Interior, IT. S. Lund OfIloitlster.
William K. Elder, David S. lloteler, Joseph lice at Fort Sumner, N, M. Auit. 7, 1913.
M. McOnhn, Mnbry O. Dnnfortli. nil of Allie, ' Notice is hereby triven Hint James
NOTICE FOB ITHUCATION.
N. M.
T. U. Tiu.oTsox,
of Clnuflel', N. M. who, tin June II,
'
,"
Ilealtiter UHW, made Add. homestead entry No 00627,
Department of the Interior, U. S.
for NE'4. Section 8. Twp. 3 S.. Itanire, 30 E.,
NOTICE FOIt l'l HMCATIOX.
Lund Oflice at Koswell. N. M. July 21, 1013.
N. M. P. .Veridiiin, has Hied notice of intention
OltWH
Notjce Is hereby irlven thnt Wealthy
Proof, to establish claim
make three-yenI'. S to
of A Hie. N. M. who, on' .Inn. 10. 1911. Department . of the Interior,
to the land above desciibed, Lefuie C. A.
mnde II. E. Ser. No.
for NKX. See. S8: Lnnd Office nt Kosw ell, N. M. Auir. 6.
Coftey. V. S. t'omifiissfoner. in his otllce nt
Is hereby itiven that Orlean Lew is,
VH WH. Section i7, Twp 6 S..nnnife 37 K.,
Elidn. N. M. on Hie 1st day of Ootober 1913.
N. M. P. Meridian, litis Hied notice of inten- of Ellttns, N. M. widow of Jny D. Lewis,
Claimant names as witnesses:
Proof, to es'nblish decensed. who, on Auir. 5.1007, mnde II. K.
tion to mnlte three-yea- r
I'seph A. Smith. Chniley M. Myers, Laura
claim to the lnnd nbove described, before Will 12St!5. Serinl No, 0103S, for NK SW'(; S !
S. Smith, Casey Y. Smith, nil of Clnudell, N.
A. e.ilmer, U. S. Commissioner, in his oflice 8WW: NWX SEW, Sec 29. Tivp 6. S, Hnnice
'. e. Henry.
N. M. P. Meridlnn, has filed notice of M.
nenr Kertlnnd, N. H.wNKK NE', Sec. 10,
Keiiisler.
r
Proof, to estnb-lisl- i
intention to mnke
Twp. 8 S. It. 37 M. N. M. P. M. on Sept 2. I8'3
clnim
to
described,
lnnd
nbove
the
before
names
as
,
witnesses:
Claimant
(.'onnilKsl ntr, in his
Willlnm K. Klder, DnvlU S. Boteler. Joseph JohnF, Carroll, V. S,
Etkins. N. M. on Sept. 10, 1913.
NOTICE FOR ITBMCATION'.
M. McCnhn, Miibry A. Onnforth. nil of Allie, oflice nt
oi.i.w)
oioKta
Claimant names as witnesses:
T. C. TILI,OTSON,
Nv M.
Charley E. Miller, Willing Kudolph. Oeorire
Department of the Inlerior, U. S.
Fteglster.
A I ASA
C. Cooper. Willlnm H. Davis, nil of Elkins,
1913.
Am.'.
Land OWce at Itoswell. N. M.
T. C. TlLUlTROH,
N.M.
Notice for I'ublieatton.
Notice Is hereby itiven that William Rudolph,
Alii-S- l
0";3713
Ketfister
of Elkins, N. M. who. on June 13. 1908. mnilc
II. E. 157W. Ser. No. tnr,:;;l8, for NK!:
and
i0'UCE FOR 1'LHLICATI0.
DepaFtment of the Interior, U. S.
on Nov. 22. 19;i9. made add. entry Serinl No.
057018
T,nnd Onice nt Hoswell, N. M. July M, 1I3.
for N WW, Sec. 27. Twp. 6 S. Rnnire 27
Notice Is hereby iti ven Hint Willlnm K. Klder,
Dnpartmont of the Interior, U. S
inof Allle, N. M., who, on Nov. 3. l'UO. mnde II. I.nrd Office ntRt:swell. N. M. A rtr. A, l'l.". F... N. M. P. Meridian.' tins tiled notice of
three-yeaProof, to estnb
S.
E. Ser.No. (I2;im. for KV4, Sec. l. Twp.
Notice Ib heiebynlven Hint James II. Stimuli, tention to make
de'ertbed, before
ItHni-'37 K. N, M. P, MerUliiin, hns tiled noof Hlchlnnd. N. M. who. on Feb. 27. I'H.'l, made lish claim to the land above
Proof, to H. E. Ser. NO.02701K. for WH Sec 3D. Town- John F. O irroll, II. S. Coinnilssioncr In his
tice of intention to make three-yen- r
to His lnnd nbove described, ship 6 S. Hanire ;r E N. M. P. Meridlnn, oftlce nt Ellilns, N. M. on Sept 9, 1913,
estnlillsh clni-Claimant names jaa witnesses:
before Will A. Palmer. U. S. Conunissioner, has Hied notice of intention to mnke three
f'linrlie E. Miller, fieorue W. Bice, John
N. M.on NEM year Proof, to establish claim to the land
In his ottlce nenr Uedlnnd,
NK'(, Sec. 10. Twp.fl S. lliiniie 7 E. N. M. above dcscrlhed. before C. E. Toombs, U. Heisiit, Thomas A. Williams, all of Elkins. N.
M.
N T. C. Ttr.iiTstiN.
P. M. on Sept ember 3. l'H3.
S. Commissioner, tn his oflice at Richland.
Reitlster.
Cltiiinant names at witnesses:
N. M. on Sept. 13. 1413.
Uvrtl,
M.
Oridln,
these
of
O.
Thomas
Claimant
names
as
drover
witnesses:
liedlanil, N. M. Clifton ('. Asbbrook. David S. Silas F. Reeman, Michael S. Illacltburn. John
Notice ior rublicntioii.
Hoteler, these of Allie, N. M.
Y. Stiitnll, Chin les Peek, all of Richland,
(NtIS
(Will
l
F.
T. C. Tiixo'i.-mikReirlstcr.
Tilixjthok,
M.
T. O,
N.
Oepartment of the Interior. U. 8. Land
Neirlater.
Oflice al Fo.l Sumner. N. M. August i. l'13.
'ollce for I'ltlilicalion.
Notice for I'liiiliciillon.
Notice is hereby itiven Hint Homer C.
0J3179
Cramer, of Kenna, N. M. who. on Feb. 6,
021738
Pepartment of the Interior, U. S.
ftvea. for
Department of the Interior, U. S. 1909. made lioiiicstenrt I S- entry No.
r,rnri Oflice nt Hoswefl, N. M. July 2f. l'H3.
Itnnire 30 V... nnd on
NW'W. Sec. 31. Twp.
Notice is liereby niven that Willlnm R. rind Olllce at Koswell. N. M. July 14. I'M.
Sept. 7, 1910, mnde add'l. honiestend entry
Notice la hereby (riven that 11 J ion F. Knii-'h- t
llliinclnvrd, of Jenlilns. N. M. who. on May 11,
Section 87. Twp. 4 f
See. of Kennn. N. M.. ho, on Feb. 14. into, made No. OS3IJ. for SWW:
101i mnde II. K. Ser. No. PS2179. for K
Sled noMl'k, Ranue 30 E., N. M. P, Meridlnn. lilts
81, E., N. M. P. Meridian. H. E. Serial No. 0217:18. for SW'!;
14 Tu p. 0 S. Hani-of Intention to make three year Proof,
ha tiled notice of intention to make three V' SE'4. Sec. 9. Twi. 6 8.. Ranite SH E. N. M. tice
to the land above described
yenr Proof, to estublish claim to the lnnd P. Meridian, lias tiled notice of Intention to to establish elalin
r. S. Commissioner,
Proof, to establish claim to before Dan C. Savaito.
above described, before Dan C. Savage. U. make three-yea- r
In his oflice at Kennai N. M. on the 13th
in bis olllce nt Kennn, , the land aboje described, before Dan '. Snv- S. I'oiimiissioner.
September 1913.
aire, U. S. Commissioner, in his office atKenna day of
M. on Sept. 3, 1013.
Claimant names as witnesses:
on September 4. 1913.
N.
Clnlmant nnmaa as witnesses:
'
James W. Reed, Joseph U. lllnckford. Oliver
William T. Hnine.-.-- , Ernest t'sriuth, Den
Claimant naiiis as witnesses:
C. Macklln, nil of Elldn. N.
Warren, John I' Duolieit. all of Jenkins,
I.em Cosby, Hole it C. Cosby .Willie A. Fry. Powell. Willlnm
C. C. Henry,
M.
T. V. TllXOTVtoN,
N. M.
Kimmons, All of Kenna. N. A.
Jolin
' '
Register.
rtP.Sti
Heifister:
Al
Ti C. Tillotson. Ueirister.
1

holding steady, and show only a

slight decline today, best cows
at $0.50
Veal calves are a
quarter lower today, tops at
$0 00.
Quaiantine cattle advanced 25 cents last week".
Run of quarantines today 141
car loads, market from 10 to 15 ,
lower, steers up to $6.00, cows
5.40. Stock grades lost only
10 to 15 cents last week, feeders ,
25 to 4o lower, total shipments
of stockers and feeders to the
country for the week 31,000 ,
head. Iowa, Illinois and states
east are bare of cattle. Hogs
advanced 40 to 05 cents last
week, sagging a little at the
close, the advance explained by
scarcity, coupled with the great

tells us he has discovered a
way of delei mining the
sure
U'tv Mosi-- ion.
x
of ggs. Jlis receipt is:
The hnppy mairiediMipIn aie "Hatch he r;g under a hen and
not us notici ab'e as the otl.ei wait a year. If it ciows it is a
kind bt cause tiny don't make rooster; if it lays egg.-- , it is a
as much noist' ah, nil, it.
Wichita Eagle.
,iiil!e
The load to g'oiy is full of
buck holes.
Notice for Publication.

'

DAVID L. GEYER
Offie

l

il;ref!.-.vcn-

TBI BPHinn
401

............

of Hie Interior, U. S. I,an
July I". 1013.
OCOae at Port Sumner. N. M.
Notice Isliereli'y nlvn Hint 'olin .). dinner,
of Kennn. N, M. wlici. on .lilne 3. 1911, mnde
Add. homestead entry N.i. O'.KSll. for NWM.
NK'f. o. 5S. Twp. 5 S.. Unne 3o K., N. M.
P.. Mi.'ild'nn. litis lilifd notlre of Intension to
r
1'ioof, t est aJjllsh cluiin to
limine
Hie lnnd ntiuve ilcserilied, before Dun C

knowledge of the Law while continuing your preaent work. Easy Term I
Send today tor handtoin catalog- and
Hat al aaeeeMlul irradnatei all ovrr ilia
D. 8. wba gratid thwlr export nnlty
by oaaa aaaweriug aa ad like thlel

t

,,;,

i,

non-con-

Law Court which flta for practice, and
tJ 0,1 r Completa, Fractic!, Bualnn
Law Court for Bueineee Mud. Find
and ae how
out abuut tha low

11

;

l

naased bar ctantoatlana la 9iery alate la
tradaataa wha
lha Q.H CaBraaaendoraedbf Ueich Uartand Baniaaee )

ill 114'1
n IIMII

,

.

Writ today a4 Ift
tell 7 an how w haw ntl lawyer
at a! haadrade al yuuf aiea Jit llko ym, and eqalppad
bttaloaaa men with a lenl traialat bct
htsu of lmmua
haaefll ia haa This Bcfaoul, lonndrd tiS year ago, baa
haV

JLM
I
PCifl

,

.

and we want to hear from every business man who wishes
that he knew BUSINESS LAW.

KH&ffVHR79

'.

........

LAI Y

BE A

latter

$1.35
$1.00

Willi

Kansas City Stock Yards,
Aug, 25, 1913, It developed
last week that fed cattle are be- c lining scarce, and that Itiud
closd tho week fully steady.
The run of cattle here toxlay i
88,000 head, and it contains a
greater proportion of thin catliV,
than has been seen hero any
diy this fall. Fed natives arrt
quoted steady "to 15 lower, with
two droves at 9.00, one heavy

the other yearlings.
are 10 to 15 lower,
Pasture
cattle
you've got'emoitig.
good steers from Strong City at
Some folks worry more about $7.05, fair to good steers from
getting time to do a job than it Oklahoma, 1025 pdunds, at
would take to do it.
$0.45; mates of these
You can tell a man's diamet brought $5. 75 last Wednesday.
er by the appearance of his desk Cows and butcher grades are
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EXCURSIONS

Northwest.

MEXICO.

You somiifll's imaging that
you would like to know what
folks nro thinking of yon, hut
you are mistaken.
The man "who is a burden to
himself usually does not stop
SEND YOUR ORDERS DIRECT TO THE KENNA there.
RECORD FOR YOUR READING MATTER,
Going to 6chool does not give
WE GIVE YOU THE BEST CLUBBING RATE5 girls and hovs an education.
THAT CAN BE PROCURED IN THE UNITED When your competitors imi
STATUS.
tate you, it's frank acknowlenlg.
ment upon their part that

W rieaso
7vcy t ,!f1rrer and
u'.'i
r;.niei-f.i""i

:

NEW

SP XIAL BARGAINS IN
READING MATTER.

IV

Cvsrtnlf'jfl
?

.RECORD, KENfaA,
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NOTICE FOR ri'BLICATIOX.
non-con-

l

F. S.

01073

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oflice at Fort Sumner. N. M. July 5, 1913.
Notice Is hereby Klven that J son H. Oandy.
of Kenna, N. M.. who, 011 Jan. 5, l'12, made
additional II. K. No. 09973. for NEW, See. 32,
Tw p. 4 S., Ranite
E.. N. M. P. Meildlan.
hns tiled notice of Intention to make final
three year prnnf, 10 establish claim to Ihe
land above deseibed. before Dan C. Snvaire.
IT. s. ComniTssioner. In his Oltlce at Kenna,
N M, on Sept. 4. t'H3.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Edirar I llraves. William H.Cooper. Harvey
W. Fry, Hyron F. Kniitbt. all of Kenna. N. M.
C. C. Hesrv. Reitlster.
J

M-- .

.

Legal Blanks punted and for
sale by the Kenna Record.
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DRAPING

NEW

MEXICO.

MOTOR VEIL

HAS
BEEN
NECESSITY
AUTO
MADE A THING OF BEAUTY.

Charm Is All In the Manner In Which
the Chiffon Is Adjusted, and
Femininity Has Made the
Most of It.

Autos for the Cabinet a

New

Topic

at Capital

bills come in. there Is an extended de
bate over the "misuse" of the govern
ment vehicleu by army and navy of
ficers and others connected with the
It Is annually
various departments.
charged that government automobiles
and horses and carriages and 'army
mules are used for private calls. It Is
alleged that army officers and others
attend social functions at the expense
of the government. Sometimes, when
there is a dance at one of the big hotels, visitors from Fort Myer come
over in a wagon behind army mules.
Several years ago in an effort to stop
the promiscuous use of government
teams. Uncle Sam had all of his vehicles marked, and that did not
prove a success. The old practice
continues.
The wives of cabinet members an
entitled to the use of government vehicles for BhoDDln or calling. With
tha horses and carriages Eoea a liv
eried driver.
The request of Mr. Wilson, coming
as it does from the most modest
of the government, has
caused much comment about Wash
ington.
On Sundays, especially when the
weather Is fine, it is not unusual to see
most of the cabinet teams out In Con
necticut avenue, going to or from
church. The member of the cabinet
and his wife ride in one carriage and
the children and othe members of
the family in another.' In the case
of a bachelor, like Attorney General
McReynolds, the carriage Is used for
night riding around the Speedway,
where the gentle breezes from the
river circulate.

The requisition of
WASHINGTON.
Labor William B.
Wilson for three automobiles, two for
personal and one for departmental
use, has brought up the subject of
the private use of government conveyances. The demand for automobiles
by the secretary of labor Is based on
the claim that "it is just as cheap
bow to purchase, maintain and operate a motorcar as It Is a horse and
wagon or buggy."
The government provides four or
Ave automobiles for the president, one
for the
one for the
speaker of the house and one for the
public printer, and carriages and
horses for the members of the cabinet
and their assistants.
Cabinet meme
cartages and
bers have
their assistants single horse coupes.
The White House cars cost from
$4,600 to $6,000.
Joseph
O. Cannon rode In a large, handsome
$6,000 car, but Speaker Champ Clark
has declined to use an automobile
of any kind.
Thomas
maR. Marshall uses a government
chine. In addition to the touring cars
at the White House, Uncle Sam provides an electric runabout for Mrs.
Wilson and the Misses Wilson.
Every year, when the appropriation
t,

.

two-hors-

Vice-Preside-

The motor car Is responsible for a
lot of the most alluring little styles
that ever were. All the clever little
caps and bonnets are so becoming and
o comfortable there Is no telling
where they will 'lead the feminine
world to in the matter of headgear.
When a man gets himself up for
motoring he usually looks like a
death's-heaat the wheel or a mon
ster from some other planet. You look
at him and think of dusty roads, flying
gravel and fearsome speed. But the
auto togs of women are delightfully
suggestive of pleasant drives and
Jolly times.
It Is the veil that makes possible
this triumph for the gentler sex. And
here Is the very latest way of wearing It:
It looks like the .Persian veil or
wherever in the far Orient the idea
d

YELLOW

MALIfyES

IN

ORDER

he carried an umbrella.

I

Material Extremely Popular Just Now
nd Bids Fair to Remain In
Fashion Borne Tims.

Itt

she didn't like a certain man. She had
no Particular reason that she could
think of at the Instant, but she had been
so emphatic in Per expression Of dislike that she knew she would have to
find some excuse at Once. Just at that
moment she happened to glance out of
the window and saw him passing by.
He carried a neatly rolled umbrella
though it hardly threatened rain.
Quick as a flash she answered her
Questioner. "He carries an umbrella
whether it's raining or not he is a

The yellow matlnes girl promises to
be a feature of the world of fashion
for the next month at least. Fashion
la so fleeting that a longer period of
popularity can scarcely be promised
her. But surely this much Is certain,
that the tint of yellow between ecru
and corn color, brighter than the first
and lighter than the second, Is in
vogue, and Is denoted on costumes by
mallne net accessories.
For the girl's hat It Is used In
ruches and folds. For her neck It
spreads butterfly wings In bows and
floats over her shoulders in a light
scarf for the evening.
This tint Is used with white to
such au extent as to lead to the coin
ing of the phrase, "the summer daisy
girl. The tart little bow of stiff
malines, yellow of course, twisted
about the handle of her parasol with
three or four large white artificial
daisies, helps to make her In keeping
with this name.
A word more is In order about the
scarves of this flimsy, sllmsy material. They are made of the widest
goods In the tint to be had, an are
cut very long, full two yards and
half, sometimes three yards. The ends
are cut straight and left unhemmed,
and the scarf is worn over the
shoulders or within the cloak in as
fluffy a mass as possible, not crushed
down. The result is a rather ethereal.
s
effect.
Flesh tints are also popular f r
these scarves, and some other shades
are used as well. The dampness of
sea nights is fatal to their loveliness.
but for those elsewhere they are
wearable and charming.

But." said her friend, also looking
out of the window, "here comes your
son William, and he Is carrying an umbrella."
This did not stump the old lady. "But
that's another matter I don't like him
anyhow and besides, It all depends on
who carries the umbrella," she replied
triumphantly.
That Is the position some people have
taken regarding that wholesome and
They
refreshing beverage Coca-Colhave said a good many unkind things
about it and in each Instance have had
It proved to them that their tales were
not true.
Finally they seized upon the fact that
Coca-Col- a
gets much of its refreshing
dellclousness from the small bit of caffeine that it contains. They looked upon
that as a splendid argument against it
Then, like the old lady who was reminded of son William, they were reminded
that It Is the caffeine in their favorite
beverages, tea and coffee, (even more
that gives them
than in Coca-Cola- )
their refreshing and sustaining qualities.
But does that stop their criticism of
Coca-Col- a
for containing caffeine? No
their answer is similar to the old
lady's they say "But that's another
matter" what they mean is "Being
and likprejudiced against Coca-Col- a
ing tea or coffee, it all depends on
what carries the caffeine."
We think the Joke is or. tbem for
caffeine is caffeine, and if it Is not
harmful In one It can't be harmful In
another. We all know that it is not
harmful In tea or coffee that It Is
really helpful In whatever it Is this
Is bound to Include Coca-Cola- .
Of course, the truth Is, that having
started an attack on false premises and
having bad what they thought were
good reasons for criticism provea to
be no reasons at all, they are grasping
at an excuse which does not exist to
explain a prejudice. So you see, after
all, it all depends on who carries the
umbrella to people who are determined
to be unfair. Let us be fair. Adv.
Literal.
They say there is to be no ice fam
ine this summer."
"That's cold comfort."

BRIEF FASHION NOTES

Just

d

Cubist designs are seen even Jn
some of the new corset materials.
The black and white combination in
footwear continues to be liked.
The crown dent is a smart featuie
of the new felts for country wear.
Chamois yellow is one of the col
ors seen among girls' topcoats.
Nothing equals white chinchilla for
the fashionable sports coats. ,
Gold and green is fast coming to be
one of the favorite combinations.
All lace underwear is distinctly ia
the mode. 'Frequently such garments
are made over net.
The newest collars on the fall coats
are fastened up high at the neck to
allow for cold weather.
Draped coats are liked for dress
wear; simple, straignt cut garments
for general utility purposes.
Coat chains are being made of
beads; steel intermingled with cut
coral are favorites.
The most fashionable corset simu
lates the uncorseted figure. Stiff or
constrained lines are a thing of the

again and very quickly,
too, if you will only let
Hostetter's Stomach Bit
ters help the digestion to

DAINTY MORNING DRESS

become normal, keep

"B

,SJ

I

Q

the liver active and the
bowels free from constl
patlon. These are absolutely necessary In order
to maintain health. Try
it today but be sure it's

HOSTETTER'S

WV

II Stomach Bitters
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hair-trigge-
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Uncle Sam's last big land
opening 1, 345, 000 acres of rich
prairie land thrown open to white
Httlera. 8.406 homntudi of 160 acres
n
of White Cotton Crepe Wltl
Tiny Red Flowers snd Buds. Loom

Model

Blouse With Lingerie Vest.
Bolt of White 8atln.

Wide

Beads Tone White Costumes.
Inexpensive glass beads can be
worn to give the right tone of color
to the
costume. Opaque
beads are sold in chains sufficiently
long to go about the neck and drop
In a e
in front a line which Is
artistic and much more becoming
than the round neck line for prices
varying from 50 cents to $1.60. These
beads corns ia various shades of green
and are especially effective in jad
color. They are also sold in yellow
red and bine.
all-whi-

--

"Back on
Ihe Job"

past

ll

'

eoftie."'

wrapped-ln-the-cloud-

came from. You see, the goggles may
be put on with it when necessary
and taken off very easily any time;
is a good thing, for no stretch
Smiled. Shook Hands and Let Them Go which
of the imagination can make them
things of beauty. Like a number of
pHERK Is no doubt that George Uh-things in this world, usefulness is
ill
1 ler, supervising inspector general
l
their only reason for being here;
of the steamboat inspection service, de- hence they are dispensed with when
nartment of commerce, closely resem- - - i'l
ever possible.
bles in appearance William Howard
This veil is Juet a two-yarlength
Taft, now a professor at Tale and forveiling chiffon hemmed at the ends
of
States.
the
president
United
merly
of
and tacked or otherwise fastened to
General Uhler, as the genial superone of the many soft caps and bon
vising Inspector general Is called, frenets that are provided for the motorquently found It embarrassing during
ist. If you choose to go to the ex
any
regime
to
the
of
visit
the Taft
treme of the mode you can follow
No sooner
executive departments.
out the oriental suggestion in the
As '""Messrs.
would he enter the building than the seers In particular.
messengers of ebony hue would turn Stevens and Drlscoll got off the car veil and wear a turban of silk
white and in their salaams almost they stopped and shook hands with wrapped about your head.
General Uhler knd said a few words.
knock their heads on the floor.
Close on their heels a couple with a NEEDS OF THE SMALL GIRL
With the outgoing of Mr. Taft and
the incoming of Mr. Wilson, General Washington guidebook in their posUhler bejleved he would find relief session timidly stopped, shook bands Simplicity Combined With Comfort
from that embarrassment, the wear- and said how pleased they were to
Should '.' the Idea In Fashioning
ing, against his will, of another man's meet him. Then the procession of
Attire for Children.
handshakers became continuous.
mantle.
to
want
General Uhler didn't
hurt
Not so! Everybody knew Professor
Ft not sacrifice utility and practical
Taft recently would be In town In at- the feelings of any of them so he rsefnlness to fashion, and yet secure
tendance on a commission meetlnz of lust smiled, shook hands and let 'em individuality and artistic grace, which
which he was a member and that.be"0- - Instead of transferring at Seventh is a necessary attribute of children.
street for the wharves, he rode away Simplicity combined with comfort
stayed over Sunday.
the capltol so the remaining star- should characterize the attire of little
That Sunday,, having nothing better past passengers
ing
wouldn't wonder why people. Children are no longer dress
to do. General Uhler got on
street
ear for the wharves to look over one he the supposed Mr. Taft and former ed in garments which prevent free
of the Norfolk steamers. A few blocks president, of the United States was movement of the limbs. Material and
further Representative
Frederick C. going down to the river front on a style are
The fabric
Stevens of Minnesota got on the car Sunday morning, with no boats leav should be soft and durable. Low price
and nodded to the inspector general. ing until night.
in materials lor children's wear is an
extravagance, for a cheap stuff always
Then Representative Daniel A. Drls-coWould Be Waste of Time.
of New York got aboard. He. too,
looks what it la, and does not wear
nodded.
"Why don't they let women make well. Linens, pique, chambrays and
In the meantime Mr. Uhler had been wills In some places?" "Because they ginghams are all good, and they can
the focal center of a good many pair think it is waste of energy. Women be bought in tempting colors, well
of eyes on the car, presumably sight have wills already made."
worth the having.
e
dressi;s are best for chil
oren rrom one to twelve years oi age.
.1
li
Health oervice Warns . Aaainst Omar CliDDer Thei fan easily from
the shoulders
fmi,1rB
O A
aTl nln.fnh.
Ottltw
The neat and prompt contrivance
great
invention,
Guimpea
a
are
made.
will still be of some use. In Its ever-they may be changed so often to
ready
r
way, as
Instead of being
it can still snip slices off inquiring freshen a frock.
Angers, as of yore. It will still sub- made yoke depth, the gulmpe should
to the waist on summer
serve the useful purpose of chopping be extended
They
are easily made at
dresses.
superfluous matches into small bits
a favorite pastime In the temperance home.
It Is surprising how much these lit
pool room of our misspent youth. The
cigar store man will doubtless keep tle articles coat when purchased
cigar Clipperl It wound up and waiting for what It ready made. Lawn, tucked batiste,
BEWARB thethepublic
wise, dimity, lace, allover embrold
warning sent out the may devour, for the cigar store busi
materials, nets, etc.
ery, cross-ba- r
other day by the public health service ness Is founded on babit.
of the United States.
But we must ignore, avoid, eschew, may be used for gulmpes. Be careful
"This,", read the statement, refer- shun, evade, elude and otherwise es- that nothing is fantastic, for children
ring to the automatlo clipper of the cape it and its peril. Be advised and are very sensitive as to ridicule. They
cigar shop, "would seem to be a very chaw off Jour clgara, unleas you car look charming in picturesque dresses
and all the clear, pure colore suit
effective method of bringing about the ry a pocket clipper or a Jackknife
Interchange of mouth secretions and ur and this is considered
very them. Tans and buff color, and most
possibly the spread of infection."
knowing you may squeeze the tip greens wash well and are cool look
tag.
When eminent authorities coincide of a good
r
between your
so colncldentairy, not only in thought thumbs until the wrapper bursts.
New Shoe Buckles.
but In the expression thereof, the rest But on no account Insert in the sock
shoe buckles
The most
of us are bound to pause in our mad et of the public clipper any filthy
career and give ear to enlightenment weed you Intend putting to yojr Hps. are of French brass filigree with setWe must give the go-bto the bandy For whatever may be your ideas on tings in Bulgarian colors. The prices
little snipper on the tobacconist's the subject ot interchanging mouth se for these conceits range from $3.60
counter, ao far as concerns the use cretions you surely dont wUU, to bs to $7 a pair.
for which it la intended.
promiscuous aleout U.

A dear old lady who Was very ."sot"'
her prejudices was asked juBt why

each ara waiting. Located In Northeaat-rMontana, Juat north of the Hlaaouri
River, on the mala line of the Great
Northern Railway. Rich, aandy, loam
oil capable of raisins 20 to 30 bua'.iU of
wheat and 40 to 60 bushels ot oats per acre.

Reciater at
Glaifow, Ham er Great Falls, M oa taaa
Daily Sept 1 te 20 iadaiire

Smp. MS
Drawing mi Caj-oThis land has been appraUit at II 50 to t7.W
untter
up
Uuited Stelae
acra. Can be usee
oraeataed laws.
lUoatratedman-foldaran- d
foil Inform-- S
atioo about thia bis lead opening will
be eont free if run write at onoe. Bead e postal

rprt
lI.L

or Uuer te

E.CLEEDY.
General

Immieratioa Aient
Dept. 0000
Great Nortliera

tj.

ST. rAUL. MINN.
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UNCLE IN

MOTHER

SOOORLY

SETTLETROUBLE

:

PRESIDENT WIL80V8 POLICY IS
THAT U. S. TAKE NO HAND
TOWARD PEACE.
READS MESSAGE TO SENATE COMMITTEE

Message Says United State Will Not
Interfere In- Mexican Problems-Procl- aim'
FriendAmerica'
ly Feeling Toward Mexico
Oppose Government.
-

Could Hardly Care for Chil-drie- n
Finds Health in
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Bovlna Center, N.Y.

" For six years

I have not bad as good health as I have

I was very
young when my first
baby was born and
my health was very
bad after that I
was not regular and
I bad pains in my
back and was so
poorly that I could
hardly take care of
my two children. I
doctored with several doctors but cot
no better. They told me there was no
help without an operation. I have used
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com.
it has helped me wonderfully,
riund and of
my own work now and take
care of my children. I recommend your
remedies to all suffering women."
Mrs. Willard A. Graham, Care of
Elsworth Tuttle, Bovina Center.N.Y.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots and
herbs, contains no narcotics or harmful
drugs, and today holds the record of
being the most successful remedy we
know for woman's ills. If you need such
a medicine why dou't you try it T
now.

Washington,
Aug
26. President
Wilson read tonight to the members
of the senate committee on foreign
relations and the house committee on
foreign affairs, Republicans as, well
as Democrats, the message on the
Mexican situation which he will de
liver In person tomorrow to a Joint
session of both houses of congress
It Is a message of frlendnhip, not
hostility, and precedes a policy of absolute
It proclaims to the world the sympathetic feeling that the United States
government and the American peo-pihave for their neighbors in the
rebellion-torrepublic south of the
Wo Grande
It records the viewB of the ITnited
States on constitutional government,
vlts unalterable opposition to governments set up by the Irregular and arIf you have the slightest doubt
bitrary acts of ambitious" individuals,
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetathat
govformally
announces
the
that
and
ble Compound will belpyou.write
ernment of Victorlano Huerta shall to Lydia 12.Pinkb.am McdlcineCo.
(confidential) Lynn, Mass., for adnot be recognized
The efforts of the. United States to vice. Your letter will be opened,
and answered by a woman,
bring about a peaceful settlement of read held
In strict confidence.
and
the difficulty, through the represen
tatlons made by John I,ind, special envoy of President Wilson, are outlined
WATER X," Hook let frea
.
as answer of the Huerta government. JOHN Ul'UOHFbUN SON4CO.,Troy,N-.VThe United States had proposed
FRFP nrlqnBlllmtrat.il Booklet explaining Tollnt
that a constitutional election be held rntt
l'mporattona, alanirura and otta.r Instruments, InuresllDg to latlirft and famlll.a. Pontal
and that Huerta should not be a
bringa lu K.WWw. baaa7, 1H1 a., tiua sm.1, tbtoaa.
n
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WILL CASE INVOLVE

NATIONS?

Intimated. That Canadian U. S. Treaty
Will Be Violated.
f

-

Sherbrooke, Quebec, Aug. 26. The
arrival of William Tra vers Jerome,
Harry Kendall Thaw's old prosecutor;
Willthe assumption by
iam A. Stone of Pennsylvania of tho
position of spokesman for the Thaw
family pending the coming of Roger
O'Mara, the Pittsbrug detective, and
the injection Into the case of renewed
talk of it assuming international features were the developments of the day
since Stan-for- a
in Sherbrooke,
White's slayer fled from Mat
--

the-nint-

that-enem-

y.

FACE BROKE OUT IN PIMPLES

tea-wa-

MEXICO.

WORRYING MOOD

t"

Otherwise It Is Possible He Might
Not Have Made This 8omewhat
Humorous Misreading.
The New, York Tribune tells of a
quaint old negro who stepped up to
the window of the ticket office and
hurriedly demanded a ticket for Pig-FoJunction.
"Pleasure trip, uncle?" asked the
agent, pleasantly.
"No, suh; my nephew's ve'y low,
Hope de train won' be long
euh.
coming."
"About ten minuses, uncle," the
clerk reassured hlrri.
The old man went to the platform,
seriand studied the bulletin-boarously. "Did you say my train would
be 'long in ten minutes, suh?" he
asked, anxiously.
"Yes, uncle."
"J jest axed you, suh, 'cause I ain't
got my rabbit foot 'bout me', and dat
dere board says. 'All trains on time
'cept one,' and I was jest figurln' dat
one would be mine."
"All the trains are on time. Some
one's tampered with the bulletln-buard!- "
declared the clerk excitedly,
and rushed to the platform.
He stared for a moment at the
board, then at, the old negro. Slow-ly-hface relaxed Into a broad grin.
The bulletin board read:
"All trains on time Sept. 1."
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and Rest Contains
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Opium .Morphine nor Mineral

Not Narcotic
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Aperfect Remedy

Use
For Over

forConslipa-lio-

Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions

.Feverish-ncssan-
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LOSSOF SLEEP
Facsimile Signature of

Thirty Years

The Centaur Company.

NEW YORK.
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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Effecting a Compromiee.
The president of a western college
was spending tome time In a large
eastern city. In order to Btudy conditions In the city he occasionally took
his meals In the poorer restaurants.
One morning the waitress brought him
some breakfast food that was wormy.
He called her attention to the fact. The
waitress said she would go Into the
kitchen and see what could be done
about it. In a few momenta she returned, and said: "Since the breakfast
food Is wormy, you may have It for
five cents." Harper's Magazine
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The Wretchedness
Constipation
of quickly
by
be
Can

overcome

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surely and
gently on the
liver. Cure jr.--- .tr
Biliousness,
Head-

r

mi

.nu i htM

1 CUTTLE
1

II

iwro

ache,
Dizzi

They do their duty.

ness, and Indigestion.

Appreciative Guest.
A somewhat parsimonious couple In

Genuine must bear Signature

Edinboro invited a friend to dine with
them on a Monday, and when the joint
was laid on the table It proved to be
the remains of Sunday's roast heated
j t,a-PARKER'S
up. Whereupon the guest remarked
HAIR BALSAM
preparattoa of merit.
A
toilft
that this appeared to me "an' auld
Hola to eradicate dandruff.
For Raitortna' Color and
frlen' with a new face." This, however,
Beauty loGrar or Fadad Hair.
did not prevenf his doing justice to
60a and ll.ooat Druyyi.ta.
the fare provided, and upon departing
;
he said: "Well,
I've had
'
an enjoyable evening, and you have
Glass of Fashion.
always the consolation that it hasn't
The new Whits Striped Midns
As Ermyntrude prepared to leave cost you mu5h."
e
to proceed to the beach
the
In her new bathing suit., she took one
Busy Editor.
last look at herself In the little mirror
After the fire that destroyed
Gn. P. Idi I Co., HitHt, m. ft. T.
two Inches in diameter which was a
museum,
proprietor consultpart rf the collection of golden trink- ed his friends astheto bis wisest course.
ets that hung at her wrist, and was so He told them he had a fortune, and
useful when she wanted to powder her could easily retire from active busiE!MfI
nose in a street car. She held it ex- ness.
actly as he did when Bhe did powder
Among his friends was Horace GreeSIEulGKICISAS ALWAYS reuablk
close to that very ley.
her nose--qui- te
feature.
pleasing, If slightly
I
"What shall do?" asked Barnura.
"I can't see by this glass," she said
"If I were you," replied Greeley, "I
complacently, "that my skirt is the would go fishing. I've been trying for
least bit too short." New York Eve- thirty years to go fishing, and have
We buy or sell
ning Post.
never been able to do It." Youth's
Companion.
At all points
Taxing tne Post.
your
you
send
Deacon How did
The Family.
WRITE US
sernfbu?
The Caller How's dear little Fido?
J. N. TURNER
Parson By parcel post.
The Hostess Nicely, thank you.
WICHITA,
KANSAS
"And the children?"
"But I thought there was a limit as
1
to
to length and weight of things you
forgot
me,
ask the
"Bless
W. N. U., WICHITA, NO.
could send by parcel post?" Yonkers nurse."
Statesman.
:

good-night-

TANGO

Bar-num- 's

Ide Silver
CblJar

tip-tilte-
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Wichita Directory
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WINCHESTER
"Leader" and "Repeater"

mi

"

Hard-Hearte-

uu

Odd

A
Vleet-KUnefla-

SMOKELESS

POWDER

SHELLS

Carefully inspected shells, the best combinations of powder, shot and wadding,
loaded by machines which give invariable
results are responsible for the superiority

of Winchester "Leader" and "Repeater"
Factory Loaded Smokeless Powder Shells.
There is no guesswork in loading them.
Reliability, velocity, pattern and penetration are
determined by scientific apparatus and practical
experiments. Do you shoot them? If not.
better try the W brand. They are tho
FIRST CHOICE OF THE BEST SHOTS.
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SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.

bath-hous-

by Jerome's

A
aw

Bears the

g

the Stomachs and Bowels of

Falls City, Neb. "My trouble began
when I waa about sixteen. My face
coming be succeeded in concealing his broke out in little pimples at first.
feelings to all who visited him In his They were red and Bote and then becell. Again he siioke of Jerome sneer-- , came like little boils. I picked at my
ingly and insisted that his lawyers face continually and It made my face
reissue a summary of Jerome's re- red and sore looking and then I would
marks made in 1908 when he said that wake up at night and'ecratch it. It
no one had ever contended that Thaw was a source of continual annoyance
to me, as my face was. always red
was insane.
the
Of the lighter incidents of the day and splotched and burned all
"was Thaw's show of temper over the time.
and others,
,
"I tried
fact that his breakfast was ten min- but I could find nothing to cure it. I
utes late and his continued erratic bad been troubled about two years
statements relative to plans for the before I found Cutlcura Soap and
publicity campaign, which he regards Ointment. I sent for a sample of
as more Important than any legal as- Cuticura Soap and Ointment and tried
pect of his case.
them and I then bought some. I
The possibility of an International
washed my face good with the Cutltwist on the case came when Governor cura Soap and hot water at night
'
Stone raised the point that a Canad- and then applied the Cuticura Ointian embroiled in the dominion's iron ment. In the morning I washed it
law regulations,
off with the Cuticura Soap and hot
clad immigration
would doubtless have a right to appeal water. In two days I noticed a deto the'ocurts. Thaw, it hal been said, cided Improvement, while in three
Ultimatum.
weeks the cure was complete."
would have no such privilege, no op"My dear, I see you are having some
(Signed) Judd Knowles, Jan. 10, 1913. clothes made for your poodle."
portunity to appeal, should he be orCuticura Soap and Ointment sold
"Yes; It is the latest fad."
dered deported, except to the minister
"Well. I serve notice right here that
of the Interior at Ottawa. Mr. Stone throughout32-- the world. Sample of each
Skin Book. Address post- I don't button any dogs down the
regarded this as contrary to the treaty free, with
Dept.
L,
Adv.
"Cuticura,
Boston."
back."
between Canada and the United States card
guaranteeing to American citizens beTakes Sand Also Rocks.
But He Could Express It.
fore Canadian courts the same rights
He I wonder why there are so
"My friends's anger at the Insult was
Canadians.
as
many engagements made at the sea- unspeakable."
"In my opinion," said Mr. Stone, "the shore."
"Was he so furious?"
now will be deep In Sherbrooke beShe Possibly the beaching supplies
"Not so much that; he's deaf and
soil."
Canadian
leaves
Thaw
fore
the young men with the required dumb."
None of the contingent of Thaw's. sand.
would
lawyers
commit,
Canadian
' Just Like at Home.
Merely a Theory.
themselves as to whether they Bhared
Redd He's very much at 'home in
to me was
Susceptible Youth-Ll- fe
Mr.' Stone's views, although all conhis automobile, f Is he not?
ceded that the constitutionality of the it desert until I met you.
Greene Oh, yes; he's always lookOh! And
Maiden
drastic Immigration law should not
ing
for trouble.
T
a
camel
you
like
why
Is
dance
that
courts.
have been tested in
They iay to far as they know, the Puck.
Marriage is a union that is respon
Most of us admire a fool as long as
L--L.
procedure outlined last week would be
sible for a lot of strikes.
money.
has
be
In
arraigning
Thaw
followed that of
the Superior Court Wednesday on a
writ of habeas corpus, obtaining his
release on the present commitment,
fight before the Immigration
making
board, and thenv relinquishing to the
Amerlcait lawyers If Thaw were deported, the management of the legal
'
RINQVINI." Mad by Van
fluttering er wMk,
If Your
battle Jo Vermont

u Thaw was terrorized

illalM
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For Infants and Children.

'' '

PER CENT
AVcgelable Preparation for As-

.

While Billy Sunday was holding one
of his famous meetings in Wichita,
Kan., his company of workers seemed
to find in a foremost physician of the
town a subject for special and unusual effort. A group had surrounded
the doctor one evening, and just as he
seemed to be on the point of yielding
to their exhortations, a zealous sister
up: "The
In the audience struck
Great Physician Now Is Near." A
ripple ran through the audience, the
doctor's eyes twinkled and Evangelist
Sunday, himself, with difficulty repressed a smile. It is added that the
medicine man did not "come out" that
evening.
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at the Wrong Time.
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Tho Kind You Have

ii

Caused Her Little 'Inconvenience.
A New York letter tells of a western girl, unu&ed to the insidious cocktail, who waa dining in a Broadway
lobster palace. The dinner apparently
was given in her honor. She gulped
down her cocktail manfully but with
a wry face. During the dinner her
hostess noticed that her cheeks were
flushed, that her eyes sparkled and
her face beiraed. The hostess felt a
little concerned abovt her, but nliy, It
was hard to eay, as she was not in the
chicken class. Perhaps It was because
of the loudness of her laugh and conversation. Anyway, the hostess leaned
across the table to whisper to her,
"Why Kate, do you feel that cocktail?" "Oh, yes," was the westerner's
reply with beaming face, "I feel It,
but thash all right. It doesn't annoy
me in the slightest."
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Good Old Hymn

Witcncraft.
In many parts of the world Greece,
for instance the believer In witch-ciaf- t
still gets hold, by hook or by
crook, of hair, nail parings and bo
forth irom an enemy's head and hands
and burns, buries or does something
else with them in order to entail unpleasant consequences upon
And universal folklore reveals
the concern of savages to dispose ot
their-owhair and nail clippings to
prevent an enemy from getting at
them. Australian native girls, having
bad a lock of hair stolen from them,
expected speedy. death as a certainty.
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THE

PITCHER

IS ALSO UNUSUALLY

HARD

HITTER

RECORD,

KENNA,

NEW

MEXICO.

collegian as ball player
University 8tar Who Has Won His
Letter and Pssoed Muster Before
Scout Needn't Worry.
"Summer baseball may be criminal

CAVE-I- N

ENTOMBS

SIX

NEW MEXICO

BODIES OF THREE RECOVERED
FROM 8ANTA ,FE TUNNEL.

IN BRIEF

In the eyes of the college professors, a

Pitcher Jean Dubue.

Jean Dubuc, the Detroit American league team's star twlrler, Is not
only good as a pitcher, but la also a strong batter.
He Is often used
by Manager Jennings as a pinch hitter. Dubuc broke Into major league
company with Cincinnati, but was released by them and sent back to the
minors for two years. He came back last year, however, and Is now
d
one of the best pitchers in the American league.
STREET

IN

"COME BACK" ROLE PLAYERS

SIGNED

menace to pure, Immaculate amateur
athletics, and all that sort of thing,
but the varsity star who has won hie
letter and passed muster before the
big league scout need not worry over
his future' said Frank Chance, mana
ger of the New York Yankees, recently In discussing the mooted question.
"The publicity given Jim Thome, the
Carlisle Indian Nana chamnion all
around athlete of the world, by virtue
or his achievements at the last Olym
ptc games, has revived the old fa
miliar agitation anent professionalis
ing college ball players.
"One look at the baseball records
suffice to show that many major league
stars now In the sootlleht at some
time or other played with a varsity
nine. Perhaps I would have blossomed
Into a major league dentist but for
the fact that I loved the game of base
ball. I attended Cooper Dental col
lege and Washington university, at
irvlngton, Cal., and the chances are I
might have gone along with mv nose
to the grindstone utterly unmindful of
the good things to be had once success
was achieved in baseball toes.
"Hastily scanning the names of
stars in the National and American
leagues former colleee xen I am
pleased to learn that America's lnntl.
tutlons of learning have suDDorted ma
jor league baseball with enough stars
to stock an entire team.
"Pause a moment to consider th
talent available for the pitching de
partment. There's Christy Matthew-so- n
of the Giants, once the Blah Idol
of Bucknell fans; "Doc" White, the
veteran southpaw of the Chicago

TOO EARLY

r
4X

schoolboys signing big league
says Arthur Duffey, the former champion sprinter. "The fact that
an exceptional star makes good now
and then, and 'Ills name Is heralded
throughout the country, seems to serve
as a magnet that draws on the youths,
with their eyes blinded to all else.
"There Is no doubt," Duffey continues, "that professional ball playing
is an honorable and lucrative business,
but if the youths woh sign contracts
when they are hardly of age, would
only continue their schooling, they
would be getting experience and education at the came time. If the reports
of high .school boys who have not
made good, and are playing In some
back-yarleague, were given as much
publicity as those of the stars who
have made good, many of these bustiers would have a profession to fall
back on and an education that would
stand by them all through their lives."
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left-hande- d

left-hande-

club, but If he Is nat it is a certainty
that he will not play another season In
a league where the maximum salary Is
but $300 per month.
Street is in as good condition as

over in his life, and he realizes the
fact; also that be Is worth more than
the Chattanooga club can. pay him.
Street signed this year purely as a
Biatter of experiment to determine
whether or not he was really passe or
merely suffering from overwork and
the climate in the east
Ho suffered a tremendous cut with
philosophic equanimity for the purpose
of securing the benefits which a season benath a hot sun would give him.
And Oabby has been amply repaid. He
as now ten pounds lighter than he was
ben ho entered the big leagues and
la better condition. The rheumatism
which bothered him has entirely disappeared, as it was due to urle acid,
which has been driven out of his system by excessive perspiration. It's
took to the major or so more base-wfth

Street

,

Mexico

wit-

Santa F6 Sues Two Counties.

and Plank won his while
twirling for Gettysburg.
Billy Southworth, the newest Nap,
Many great players have come out
used to be a bellhop at a Columbus of the University of Notre Dame .inhotel.
cluding 'Big Ed' Ruelbach, of the
Brooklyn Dodgers.
Eddie Plank says that Trls Speak"Jimmy Lavender, of the Cubs, a
er Is the hardest batsman in the
Is from Georgia Tech.
league for him to pitch to. This Is Ray Collins, southpaw
of the Boston
the only
compliment on Red Sox, started his career at the Unirecord that didn't cause trouble.
versity of Vermont. Here we have a
slab staff of eight admitted world
Nick Altrock. the Washington Mint. beaters.
dian, says that within a year or two
"Back of the plate I might
young Harry Harper should be one of two foremost receivers Bill name as
Carrigan
the best
In the big of the Boston Red Sox, who got his
leagues.
start at Holy Cross And John Meyers
of the New York Giants, a good In
Several National league clubs whose dian, who studied at Dartmouth. Thus
representatives said they didn't want the batteries are
accounted for."
Larry Chappell were hot after him,
under cover, according to reliable inBrooklyn's New Policy.
formation.
The Brooklyn club's backers
th
McKeevers. have instituted
Joe McGlnnlty la said to be con- icy. They have Instructed
tinuing the methods at Tacoma that Ebbets to spend top prices President
for, new
made him unpopular with his players ball players. "If
players
at Newark, fining his men for every- so much money totheother clubsarew worth
win
thing imaginable.
outbid them," said
Ed
ward McKeever. "It has been clearly
Pitcher Jeff Tesreau of the Giants shown that if the Brooklyns can win
runs bases with all the unrestrained the public will pay to see
them." Ebardor of a regular base runner. He bets already has paid $12,000
for Pitch.
hustles from the crack of the bat, ers Elmer Brown and
Pfeffer.
slides, dives and wriggles.
Automatically Suspended.
There is a strong likelihood that
Knetzer. the Brooklyn Ditcher, who
Dent, the youngster who was tried out Joined the Pittsburg Feda
last nr(nr
by Griffith early In the spring and has been
automatically suspended for
turned over to Atlanta, will be re- a
r
period.
is no
called at the end of the present sea- chance fox him to getThere
back sooner
son.
than that unless the Federal learn
comes Into the fold of organized ball.
A rumor from Brooklyn Is to the
effect that Hughey Jennings, of the
Scranton Refuses Offer.
Detroit team, will manage the DodgManager Bill Clymer
ers next season, succeeding Bad Ei.ll made an offer ot 11,000 to of Buffalo
Owner Cole,
Dahlen. Small chance, because Hugh man of Scranton. for the imitiMiir
has a three-yea-r
contract with De- delivery of Outfielder Qulnlan. Tho
troit which he entered Into last tall offer was promptly refused.
Vice-Preside-

nve-yea-

Thirty-fourt- h
September
2
annual fair at Farmlnjrton.
September
9
FirBt annual San
Juan county fair at Aztec.
.Sept. 25 Pumpkin I'le Day at Maxwell
4.
Sent.
Northern New Mexico
Fair at Raton.
October
Fifth annual Navajo
fair at Shlprook.
Oct.
state Fair at Albuquerque.
17-1-

1.

n

Santa Fe. The Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway Company filed two
suits in the United States District
Manager Frank Chance.
Corut, one against the county of Eddy
White Sox, who came up from George- and one against the county of Chavez,
town; Jack Coombs, iron man right- each suit being in ejectment to rehander of the Athletics, who treated cover possession of the right of way
the Chicago Cubs to three successive in each county which Is now being
beatings during the world's series of used as a public road by
the county.
1910.
Jack broke in after attending The railroad company heretofore ofColby.
fered to alio
county to use the
"Two of his pals on Connie Mack's highways along the
the right of way pro- wonderful machine, "Chief" Bendei
Sded the county commissioners would
and Eddie Plank, must be labeled
the title of the railway
Bender learned his lesson company to the right of way.
at Carlisle

right-hande-

"Gabby" Street.

n

nesses have been subpoenaed In the
suit at Topeka, Kansas, against Don
A. Mounday. The case Is in the Kansas Supreme Court, and is for the purpose of ousting Mounday, and corporations in which he is interested, from
doing business in the state. Frauds
in land dealings are charged.
The
New Mexico witnesses
are George
Morrison, county engineer here; A.
A. Sena, a former mounted policeman;
Louis Armijo, of Las Vegas; H. B.
Henlng, a newspaper man of Albuquerque, and Ira Grlmshaw, assistant
district attorney of Santa Fe county.

con-tracte-,"

d

tombed and probably are dead, and
two more were seriously Injured as a
result of a cave-iIn the olrl Santa
Fe tunnel ten miles north of this city.
The cave-iwas near the Colorado
end of the tunnel and the victims are
believed to be buried under sixty feet
of rock and dirt.
Two hundred men worked frantically in an effort to clear avay the debris.
Emmett D. Stencell, foreman of the
gang, la the only member of the party
whose name is known at this tlme.
The other five were carpenters nnd
had been employed but a few days.
Extensive Improvement work has
been going on for several weeks In the
tunnel, and much of it is said to have
been of an extremely dangerous character.
Numerous bad "falls" have occurred
recently. It has been reported that
more than $100,000 was being spent
In putting the tunnel in shape to
handle traffic anticipated in 1915.
In 1907 the Santa Fe constructed a
newer and larger bore not far from
the old one, at a cogt of $1,000,000,
and this tunnel is being used exclusively while the repair work has been
going on in the old one.
Stencell lived In Trinidad, where he
had a wife and three children.
Coroner C. M. Bayne was notified
that the body of Stencell and two of
his men had been taken out. A large
force is still engaged In a search for
the bodios of the three remaining
men.

Las Vegas. Five New

"It seems a shame to see so many

WuterirO.'ewspaajerUnlon Newi Service.
DATES Foil COMING EVENTS.
Sept. 10. Cantaloupe Day at Fort
Kumner.
11-1-

Western Newpaper Union Newe Service.
Raton, N. M. Six ( men were, en-

New Mexican Against Mounday.

Realizes That He Is Worth Arthur
Duffey,
Former Champion
More Than Maximum Salary Paid
Sprinter, Says Youngsters Neglect
In Southern League.
Education to Play Ball.

Veteran

Chattanooga fans are beginning to
look over the prospects of 1914.
The talk of the future was precipitated by the report that emanated
from baseball headquarters to the effect that Mike Qlddo, who is farmed
out to Troy, may be drafted by the majors and lost to the locals. Giddo,
who was farmed out to make room for
Hannah, much to the present sorrow
of fandom. Is now playing sensational
ball, and a number of scouts are looking him over. It seems a certainty
that be will be lost to the Noogans. as
under their contract with Troy they
cannot recall him until the close of the
season.
The Interest in Qlddo is accentuated
by the belief that Street will not be a
Lookout next year. There Is every
possibility that Gabby will be drafted
or sold outright to a major league

Three of Victims Believed Burled Under Sixty Feet of Earth All
Were New Employis.

Record Parcels Post Shipment
Albuquerque What is believed to
be a record shipment by parcel post
passed through this city, when 240
crates of peaches, in transit from
tarmlngton to Gallup, were trans
ferred here. The fruit will have
traveled a distance of 1,000 miles
when It reaches its destination.
Make

Prominent Attorney Dies.
Clayton. John A. Pace, a prominent attorney of this place, died here.
Pace had a large practice In New
Mexico, Oklahoma and Colorado. He
helped to form the New Mexico Constitution.
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The Arthur Biggs general store at
Wlllard was destroyed by fire.
Plans have been received for the
new county hospital at Silver City.
The alfalfa growers are busy harvesting their third crop at Hagerman.
A movement is on foot to make
September 10th a state good roads
day.
The state board of equalization has
finished hearing all appealed taxation
cases.
Over 100 teachers attended the
Roosevelt county teachers' institute
at Portales.
A shipment of a car of peaches a
day has been the rule In the Carlsbad'
district lately.
East Santa Rita mine operations
are active and a
drill has developed an abundance of water.
The
eon of Cruz Gon
zales of Silver City, had two fingers
blown off when a cartridge exploded.
Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell of Las
Vegas was chosen at the session of
the San Diego exposition board as
president of that body.
The automobile registration of the
state has reached 1,670, with fourteen
additional licenses to dealers and 127
motorcycle licenses issued.
The crop conditions in the Carlsbad
project are very satisfactory. Cora
and cotton are good. The farmers are
busy cutting alfalfa- for the third
time.
The Sunset Copper Company, an
Arizona corporation, with a capital
stock of $2,000,000, of which $1,380,- 123 is subscribed; has applied for. permission to enter the state.
Ramon Martinez, employed In a
luuiuer cmiiy east or nna, wno Bioie
a horse frfom J. R. Taylor and left
for Colorado, was headed off at Costilla and placed under arrest.
It is estimated by those who know
that the next meeting of the State
Educational Associaticn next November will brine 1.300 teachers and visi
tors to Albuquerque.
A motor truck line from Alubquer-qu- e
to San Juan county is an important project now being taken up
by the Commercial clubs of Albuquerque, Farmington and Durango.
The Mangas Cattle Company of
Grant county has filed incorporation
papers with the State Corporation
Commission. The company"wlll have
headquarters at Fierro, and Rees F.
Herndon Is the agent.
The arrest of M. M. McSchooler,
charged by Basillno Aragon with the
shooting of two horses, may result in
some sensational prosecutions, according to a statement made at Las
Vegas by the accused man.
Governor McDonald has signed
requisition papers on the governor of
Ohio for the return to New Mexico of
Isom Silverter Langford, alias Frank
D. Hussian, who Is under indictment
lu Colfax county for forgery.
The certificate of authority issued
to the Guarantee Fund Life Association of Omaha, has been revoked by
the State Corporation Commission, and
hereafter this company will not be allowed to do business In New Mexico
400-fo-

eight-year-ol-

d

-

loo.

The .Alamocitos Land and Livestock Company hag' filed Incorpora
tion papers with the state corporation
commission. The agent for the concern
is Lorln C. Collins of Santa Fe. The
company Is capitalized at $200,000, divided into 100 shares.
The fruit ancr'vegetable producers
of the state, who wish to ship by express, have received a limited amount
of relief from the Wells Fargo Express Company, with the probability
that more extensive reductions may
Albuquerquean Suicides.
be made following a hearing ou the
Albuquerque.
The coroner's lurv express rate subject some time this
In the case of Ben DIgneo, wro shot fail.
himself here, returned a verdict of
The following civil service examisuicide while insane.
nations will be held In Las Vegas on
the dates mentionltl:
September 3,
Man and Two Women Arrested.
special agent (female) salary $1,200
Silver City. Deputy United States to $1,600; firemen, oureau of standMarshal arrested Fay Martin. Marlia ards, salary $720, September
asCampbell and Henry Adams, on a sistant curator (male) salary $1,800.
charge of trafficking in girls in viola- September 8, senior animal husbandtion of the Mann act. It Is said that man (man) salary $2,750.
September
they imported girls from El Pao.
10, apprentice plate cleaner, transfer(to Silver City. The case is the flnst er and engraver (male) salary $1.60
white slave prosecution In New Mexi- per diem. September 15, Mechanician,
co under the Mann, act
(male) salary $1,020.
Advises Holding Tax Certificates.
Las Vegas. District Attornev C. W
G. Ward when spoken to regarding the
much discussed 4913 tax law said that
he had advised all the county collectors in his district to make sales
of property according to the new law
where bids were offered, but to hold
the money received undisturbed and
to withhold certificate of sain until
after the question as to the retroac
tive eriect or the law had been passed
on by the Supreme Court.
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